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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
From the nature of the newly established Journal, the im
portance of the Varsity Outdoor Club on the Campus of the Uni
versity of British Columbia is quite evident. The club is cer
tainly an act ive one - of the eighty-odd mountaineering ascents
I have made, about sixty were during my past four and one half
years with the club and almost ninety percent of my skiing and
social activities have been with the V.O.C. Not only does the
club provide opportunities for skiing, ski mountaineering and
climbing, but it also furnishes the participants with friend
ships and goals.
I say 'friendships* with many aspects included* Through
the V.O.C. one makes friends with many club members, grad mem
bers and new prospective members. Also the club provides one
with friendly ties with other climbing and skiing clubs of the
world. The other aspect of friendship to be garnered from the
V.O.C. is its relationships with nature — nature's mountain
wilderness of winter or summer and its associated plants, ani
mals, meteorology and geology.
Through these relationships
some of our members, including myself, develop the needed in
terest for our lifetime occupations.
The goals achieved with the V.O.C. - are not only of the
skiing and climbing nature and their associated social events,
but also the goal in learning howto take an active part in an
organization and how to help make the organization a better one.
No doubt all old members have served on some of V.O.C. s com
mittees and the more fortunate on its executive; through these
committees and executive positions one is readied for the com
mittee and executive role of his or her future.
ff

The Varsity Outdoor Club is certainly important not only
to the University and the outdoors but also to the molding of
the character of the participants and I am justly proud to serve
it as president.
May the future of the club be as rosy as present.

Karl Ricker
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ARCHIVIST'S MESSAGE
The Newsletter has been a tradition of V.O.C, and we
no offence will be taken at the changes we have made. All
traditions had to have a start somewhere, so we have made
V.O.C, Journal another "First" for the club - with hopes
it will continue in the future.

hope
such
this
that

Some of the reasons for this change are obvious. The Club
is larger than ever before.
There were 383 applications for
membership this year out of which will come approximately 200
active members. Our Club is more prominent on campus now. At
the Leadership Conference people turned to the V.O.C. repre
sentatives and asked why the V.O.C. was such a spirited club.
Many recognized the fact that there was little trouble with
student apathy in our Club even though they were not members.
We are hoping eventually to exchange journals with other
ski and climbing clubs in Canada and the North Western States.
The standards of the Journals of these clubs are considerably
higher than the newsletter sent out last year. Since our ac
complishments at climbing and skiing are comparable - we feel
that we should record these events in a similar manner.
Our main reason for the improvement is to keep the Gradu
ates of V.O.C. informed on the Club's activities, We feel we
have done this in a manner which is representative of the growth
in the Club.
We appreciate the interest you show in the club and we
like to read of your trips, where you are and what you are do
ing. So let us hear from you.
Address? Archivist, V . O . C ,
A.M.S. University of British Columbia.
f

Beverley Campbell

P.S.

See you at the Reunion Banquet in March,

ELECTIONS, OLD AND NEW EXECUTIVES
Linda Campbell Brown
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A lot of talking, persuasion and a little railroading and
our yearly elections were underway again with two persons run
ning for most positions. Karl Ricker, last year's enthusias
tic Climbing Chairman is president for the 1958-59 year. Last
year s president Carman Smith is treasurer. Here are the ex
ecutives for both 1957-58 and 1958-59.
:

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Cabin Marshall
Assistant C M .
Membership Chairman
Climbing Chairman
Member-at-Large
Archivist

1958-59

1957-58

Karl Ricker
Fran Magwood
Betsy Goard
Carman Smith
Bruce Ward
Dennis Holden
Don Lyon
Don Brown
Art Wooten
Bev Campbell

Carman Smith
Nadene Gwyer
Linda Campbell Brown
Beth Chilcott
Jerry Van Tets
Norm Hansen
Stew Shearman
Karl Ricker
Les Ashbaugh
Inge Andreen

Elections of Committees were postponed until the consti
tutions revisions were passed - in hopes that a more efficient
method would be devised. However the elections went off in the
usual way.
Cabin Committee

Membership Committee

Social Committee

Pat Young
Jack Boulding
Anne Hutton
Robin Clarke
Les Ashbaugh
Barb Jagger
Bill Shuttleworth
Two to be elected

Diane Bailey
Jolly King
Dale Gillard
Linda Campbell Brown
Ted Scratchly
George Massey
Georgina Parrott
One boy to be elected

Ian Mahon
Sheila Fenton
Graham Dawson
Lib Daly

Sports Committee

Awards Committee

Robin Leech
Sandra Ellen

Linda Campbell Brown
Art Wootton

Asst. Archivist
Bruce McLean
Photography
Chairman
Dave McRae

Two old V.O.C. members, Mr. and Mrs. Claire Willis, were
elected Honorary President and Vice-President.
Steve Maxym-

chuck, who as faithful keeper of the Sky Pilot Cabin has been
a long time friend of V.O.C, was elected as the Honorary Mem
ber. Unfortunately we have lost touch of Steve, so if anyone
knows where we might find him let us know as we would like to
present him with his V.O.C. pin.
FORBIDDEN PLATEAU TRIP - September 1957
The party for this trip consisted of Geoge Massey, Bil
Shuttleworth, Jery van Lets and Bon Drown, The base camp for
the whole week-long trip was Croteau Lake Camp or Croteau s
as all S.H.G. s call it. This camp belongs to the Boy Scouts
and consists of two cabins. It is situated on one end of Cro
teau Lake, a relatively small lake, on the south-east side of
Mt. Elma, and in the central part of the Plateau. Most of the
food for the trip had been taken in previous to the trip, leav
ing only perishables to go in with the main party.
c

s
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Early morning, on September 12, the four of us left Courtenay for a week^s wistful wandering in the Forbidden Plrteau.
We started on feet from the Forbidden Plateau Lodge, after get
ting a ride that far by car; 8J£ hours and 14 miles later we
were at Croteau s feeling much the worse for wear, The weather
had been perfect the whole day, so we had been in no rush*
(GOOD EXCUSE ANYWAY)
B

v

The following day, sky cloudless, we spent the morning
working around the camp. After lunch we d u m b Mt. Elma, From
the top we had a fantabulous view in all directions (except
down) Mt, Baker and Mt. Arrowsmith were visible, as well as
Goon Hat Mt. (named by Mr, Jery VanLets - first to observe its
unique shape). Smoke from the slash fires obscured much of the
view of the lowlands. Not only was the view tremendous but
also the blueberries (Eh wot, Geoge!). There were VERMILLIONS
of them. After we coaxed Geoge away from die blaubeeren we
went back down to the cabin for eat and sleep.
The next day (weather perfect) we arose and ate breakfast
early. Immediately after breakfast we left on the long slog
up Mt. Albert-Edward, About 3J£ hours later we were at the base
of the peak. Here we ate lunch, and then went to see if the
ice caves were open. (The ice caves are caused by the wind
blowing tunnels thru the snow and ice at the edge of a deep,
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year-round snowfield). Because of the lack of snow the previ
ous winter any significant ice caves that may have existed
earlier in the year had melted. There was very little red snow
to be seen this year, because of the lack of snow. We reached
the peak about two in the afternoon. From here we had a trem
endous view on all sides. The Strathcona Park Mountains to the
west, with the Forbidden Plateau, Georgia Straits, and the
Coast Range in the other directions. After taking many pic
tures, and leaving our names in the bottle at the cairn (I be
lieve there is at least one V,0.C. 56-57 membership card in
the bottle) we left for Croteau's.
The next morning, stupendous as usual, we took a short
jaunt to Helen MacKenzie Lake so that Geoge could catch some
trout, While the rest of us lay around in the sun, Geoge fish
ed? If only bushes were eatable. That afternoon, after lunch
we went to Cruikshank Canyon, one of the deepest canyons in
B.C. On the way back we swam (?) in Lower Lake Beautiful. Vewy
Wefweshing!!
On the fifth day - "FOG". We slept in. Really? Yeah? We
had planned on climbing Mt. Castle Crag that day, but ... So
we worked around the camp all day instead, hoping that the next
day the weather would improve.
On the following day the fog had lifted somewhat; all the
peaks were still fogged in though. We rose early, and left for
Castle Crag in hopes that St. Nicholas - NO - that the Crag
would clear up. Three hours later we arrived at Moat Lake at
the base of Castle Crag, but the peak was still fogged in. We
decided to go out and visit Mr, and Mrs. Wood, who have a camp
on the island at Moat Lake. We walked out to the island - the
tide was low. The Wood's fly into this camp in the summer as
soon as the ice breaks and remain there until fall. Mr. Woods
was one of the pioneers in the Plateau, cutting many of the
trails, and stocking most of the lakes in the area with trout.
We talked a good while with the Wood's before we left for Cro
teau's. (How about the trout in Mr. Wood's WEE pond, Geoge?)
On the way back to Croteau's we stopped at Circlet Lake (as in
circle) for a short while. That night we finished winterizing
the camp, as we were leaving the following day.
The final day was lovely, as usual, we packed and left for

civilization. Mercy! we wasted no time going out, and reached
Courtenay before six that night. The Three Muskateers (G. B„
6 J.) left for Vancouver that night.
The trip was, all in all, a good success. We had no
rain, and only two days that weren t clear. There were multi
blueberries, almost everywhere. We d u m b two mountains, and
visited some of the better known spots in the Plateau, There
were, of course, many places we did not get to which we would
have gotten to if we had had the time and the weather. Had
the weather been good for the two days it wasn't, we would
have d u m b Mt. Castle Crag, and Mt. Strata. Ah well, some
other year.
s

V.O.C. FALL TRIP TO GARIBALDI PARK - Julie Bryett
September 15-22
Beth Chilcott and I arrived in the Park on Sunday, after
about six hours on the summer trail from Garibaldi Station.
We spent some time in cleaning up the Q.C.A. Cabin and bring
ing in some wood.
On Tuesday the two of us went with Cliff Fenner and Ian
Leman as far as the Divide with a party that was going over
to Diamond Head. The Garibaldi Neve was full of crevasses
and we had some difficulty in finding a route through it all.
The going was good with hard snow and a clear day but for a
wind that came up later in the day, and made the trip back
across the lake a bit rough.
t

The next day we left the cabin around 11:00 to climb the
Tusk, We found the chimney good apart from the usual loose
stuff that comes down occasionally. Then back to the cabin
to find Gordon Blake and Dave Osborne making themselves com
fortable. Several more V.O.C, people came in the following
day around 3^00, Karl Ricker led the sprinters.
We climbed Mt. Garibaldi, 8787 feet, on Friday, with
three ropes, led by Karl Ricker and the two rangers, Ian
Leman and John McGee. The rest of the party consisted of Al
bert Nickull, Don Lyon, Ken Cox, Gordy Blake, Dave Osborne
and myself. The Bergschrund route was found impracticable to
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the right, amid falling rock and lumps of snow from Karl's
step cutting operations higher up. We reached the top around
2:00 and settled down out of the wind for lunch, and signed
our names in the new book and left it in the cairn in a cylin
der that Karl packed up. The climb took about 10 hours in
very good conditions.
Mt, Carr was on Saturday after a late start. We reached
the top around 2:00. We built a cairn and left a cylinder in
it, then came back down to the boats. A splash party in mid
lake got everybody wet, especially the second boat which was
being towed. Nearer to the shore, they were about to take
their revenge when they found themselves cut loose for their
pains. Ken Cox, standing there with bucket poised and an am
azed expression, was unforgetable. Ian and John gave us an
excellent dinner at Taylor Cabin followed by a really musical
evening, with the help of Stu Fall, Fran Magwood, Art Wootten,
and George Gowdridge, with their various talents. Stu, Fran,
and Jack Howard came in via the Barrier that day and found
the going good.
Sunday, Stu and Karl began the day with a water fight,
which eventually included everybody, standing kneedeep in the
lake hurling buckets of water at each other with complete ab
sence of vision. Some people ended up in the lake itself with
the verdict being: Brrr! Nearly everybody took a sprint up
the Tusk to dry out, before packing up to leave. We all went
down the Barrier, rough going, with wasps taking their toll
among the scratched and weary, and otherwise. Most of us
agreed that the time saved was really worth the extra effort,
both in and out. The train took us all reluctantly back to
Vancouver, with dampened party spirits, to be met by a large
delegation of V.O.C. members.
OLDMEMBERS PARTY - September 1957 - Fran Magwood
Place:

Bridgie MacKenzie's;

Time:

8:00

Everyone gathered for a party after the summer, at Bridgie's. Renewing old friendships and discussing "What did you
do this summer." was the main form of entertainment, though
records were being played and a few of the hardier types danc
ed. Everyone joined in for some "Salty Dogs" and a "Virginia
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Reel" before the food was served. A rousing singsong ensued
as is usual at V.O.C. parties and was enjoyed by all (espe
cially a few birddogs whose names I won't mention). The Ga
ribaldi "Registration" Trip was discussed. (Anyone for a
swim in Garibaldi Lake? Or would you just care for a bucket
full of ice water?) The party ended with much hilarity
thanks to a corny crew and prospects for another good year
for V.O.C.
MT. BAKER FALL CLIMBING TRIP - September 28 6 29, 1957
Albert Nickull
About 2:30 Saturday, 11 members of the V.O.C, left Van
couver for the fall climb of Mt. Baker, Among those making
the trip were Karl Ricker, Barb Jagger, Tom Connor, Jim Bald
win, Bruce Ward, Herman Fink, Al Smith, Mike Smith, Al Nickull,
Don Lyons, and Julie Bryett. The group arrived at Kulshan
cabin at dusk. Early next morning the climb was begun. The
weather was clear and sunny all day with little wind. All the
party was successful in reaching the top except two, Bruce
Ward and Herman Fink decided that a two-hour sun tan was the
order of the day instead of reaching the summit. As it turned
out Herman acquired that festering face which made him so no
torious in Garibaldi a few years ago. A fair number of ice
steps had to be cut and a few belays made around crevasses
otherwise the climb was just a long walk. The return trip down
the mountain was marred by a few accidents, Karl was struck in
the leg by a crampon of Jim Baldwin's, who slipped while giving
a demonstration of piton climbing on the vertical side of a
serac. Al Smith slipped on an icy slope and lost his ice axe.
He slid and bounced for about fifty yards down the mountain and
over one small crevasse before coming to a stop. Karl Ricker
slipped on the same slope but managed to stop quickly. How
ever, he caused Barb Jagger behind him to get excited and slip.
She slid until the rope brought her to a quick halt. She in
turn pulled Tom Connor, on the rope's end, off balance. He slid
about 240 feet before being halted by the rope. Tom suffered
badly lacerated hands and forearms while the rest got away with
some bruises and skinned knuckles. Some mountaineering! Karl
had an ice school immediately as it was quite evident that the
majority of us were not using our ice axes correctly on such
unusual ice conditions. Back at the cabin, the party pitched
in in cleaning up the place and replenishing the wood supply

before leaving. On the drive back Don Lyon proved a 1959 Hillman fully able to beat a 1957 Chevrolet. In fact Don built up
about a ten mile lead in a short time and so he had to slow
down to the speed limit to let the said "Chevrolet" catch up.
And so was the ending of a wonderful weekend.
CHEAM TRIP - October 5

6 - Al Smith

Party: Julie Bryant, Mike Smith, Roger Brown, Ken Cox,
Jim Carr and Al Smith.
At noon Saturday the party gathered at Roger's place. He
decided his spacious station wagon could accommodate everybody,
so in we piled packs boots and all - and we were off. With
such a happy crew the trip down the valley seemed very short.
Soon we were looking up at the "Lucky Four" sparkling in the
sunlight. Quick discussion as to possible routes up Cheam en
sued and by the time we reached Chilliwack we were in partial
agreement as to where our route lay. After a quick stop for
coffee in Chilliwack where Roger awed the locals with his
lederhosen, we headed for the mountain. Guided by a sketch
map given us by Albert Nickull we located a logging road on
the west side of the mountain. Leaving the station wagon at
the logging camp we shouldered our bulky packs and headed up.
2J£ hours and 3000 feet later we staggered into a campsite at
the beginning of the Cheam trail. We quickly pitched our tent
as the last twilight faded. After supper we relaxed around a
blazing fire and were regaled with tales of English climbing
and English Pubs by Mike and Ken. The full moon rose from be
hind the mountains and gave us a magnificent view of the val
ley below with its little patchwork farms and the twinkling
lights of its hamlets; of the silvery river; and of country
far up the dark Harrison valley into the Sasquatch country.
Next morning it was snowing lightly but visibility was
good so we set out for the peak. After traversing up, down
and along infinite but magnificent skyline ridges we finally
reached our goal. On the way up we had inspiring views of Lady
Peak and the sharp arretes of Knight, as well as south to the
border peaks and Selese. However on the peak the visibility
decreased and the snow fell harder so after a hesitant look
down the precipitous north face we headed back down as fast
as we could go. Arriving back at the tent we had a honey-
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bread goodies ring. Then packing up we headed down the logging
road in the gathering gloom, and thence home,
A good trip with a tremendous crew!
CLDBS DAY - 1957 - Stew Shearman
Clubs Day, 1957 was a howling success with Jerry Van Tets
ably providing very realistic howls. Dressed as a Sasquatch in
a wolf (sic) skin, Jerry was the center piece in our booth de
picting a 'typical Sasquatch cave. The booth in front was done
up in imitation rock with cut boughs and vines adding a realist
ic touch. Other props included rocks gathered from the beach,
more skins for the floor, animal skulls and one very real and
raw knee-bone for Jerry to make his lunch of, Off in the cor
ner, a translucent screen on which club colour slides were pro
jected made the connection between the Sasquatch and V . O . C ,
showing the country where we had found 'Exhibit -A'. All of
this must have impressed the Visual Arts Trophy judges, partic
ularly when Jerry just about took their ears off with one of
his best howls. At any rate,, the club won the trophy hands down.
0

Out front of
acters dressed in
draw attention to
front wall of the
of hiking.

the Armouries, the club tent and several char
the usual colourful V.O.C costumes helped
the club. The rappeling display down the
building spotlighted the spectacular features

By the time the day was over, well over 200 new members had
indicated interest in the club by signing applications. This
did not include some 60 old members who are back for another
year's fun.
All in all, it was one of the best Clubs Day in some years.
Not a little of the credit for this goes to the tremendous res
ponse and co-operation the Membership Committee received from
the members and the large turn out to help build the display.
A hearty thanks goes to all who helped.
V.O.C LONG HIKE or DID ANYONE SAY V,0„C WAS A DRY CLUB?
October 1957 - Fran Magwood
A cloudy drizzling October the twelfth saw some two nun-
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dred and fifty V.O,C. and prospective V.O.C. members board the
P.G.E. for Britannia and the Long Hike up Mt. Shear. Fred Ben
nett and company led the singsong and entertainment, on the
train, to enlighten new members as to the ways of V.O.C
Our welcoming party at Britannia looked damp but didn't
lack enthusiasm, We were to stay in two halls and everyone
hurried to find the softest spot on the floor for their sleep
ing bag. (By the way did anyone find one?) After a hot sup
per all headed for the singsong and dance in the boy's hall.
The evening was a ball and the skits, tremendous. After a fi
nal singsong it was early to bed with high hopes of the rain
stopping before morning.
Next morning eager climbers awoke to hear
oh no?
it couldn't be raining! After a quick breakfast the parties,
in mottled collections of water-proof (and otherwise) garb,
organized to board busses which did the climbing for us, up to
the upper townsite. From there the parties left at five min
ute intervals. 'Anyone for a game of pool?' Much effort and
much rain later most of us reached the top to be rewarded with
visibility of about 5 yards though it had stopped raining, and
we did get a few glimpses of surrounding terrain while eating
lunch. With high V.O.C spirit we started back down with vi
sions of dry clothes and the party to come, pushing us on.
That night an outsider wouldn't have believed we had just
climbed a mountain, to see everyone Salty Dogging like mad
late into the night. Finally a very weary collection of climb
ers crawled into sleeping bags to sleep as though they were in
feather beds instead of on the floor.
Monday morning everyone slept in; then assembled for Rock
School or a tour of the mine and plant after a leisurely lunch.
The experts gave demonstrations of rapelling and rope climbing
and then lessons to anyone who wanted to try. I didn't see
anyone else trying Karl's breathtaking forward rapell or a layback up a chimney, Finally some people viewed, and sighed
over, a ski movie while everyone else got their gear together.
The train arrived with only one empty car instead of four
and a new game was invented called Singing Sardines. 'Has any
one a can opener?' Everyone who could still croak, and believe
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it or not some still could, sang lustily all the way back to
Vancouver.
It was agreed that mad fun had been had by all and that
V.O.C. was the club to join for exercise and to meet the live
liest bunch of kids imaginable. Oh boy, Asiatic Flu, anyone?
FOOTBALL DANCE - Fran Magwood
In hopes of adding to the V.O.C. finances, we again threw
a Football Dance in Brock Hall on October 12th. This was how
ever the Saturday of the Thanksgiving weekend and all good
V.O.C.'ers were away on the Long Hike at Britannia Beach. The
plan had been to attract the "holiday crowd" — but somehow
even the non-V.O.C, types seemed to have taken off also. Nev
ertheless, we broke a little better than even and all those
present said, and we quote here, "Gee it's nice to have lots
of room to dance in the Brock" .... we're still poor'
THE SKIRT DANCE - Betsy Goard
The Skirt Dance was held in the Women's Gym in November
for fraternization and display of new styles. The motif was
costume with prizes awarded to the most original skirt and
vest. Geri Lou Simpson and escort were modelling that new
wonder fabric cellophane. Jack Boulding was displaying the
style so new last fall - the sack vest. Jack's sack was in an
all over design of decolle pictures. The styles most approved
by the men at the dance appeared to be mid thigh length skirt
or shorter. The winning skirt was an Acadia original. It con
sisted of the brilliant hues of lunuriant Acadia towels draped
softly over a hoop. The winning vest was made of that most
fashionable of furs last season Raccoon, work by Graham Dawson.
It consisted of two raccoons holding. Since the purpose of the
dance was showing off, the new members, old members had a good
time.
Signed".
Marie, "I think UBC girls are sloppy"
WORKHIKE IMPRESSIONS BY AN EX-CABIN MARSHALL - Jerry Van Tets
Fall 1955 I did my workhikes early as a new member.

I
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hitch-hiked up from Cassiar and Hastings, asking my way as I
went. That Saturday morning I cut wood outside the cabin and
sharpened saws and axes during the rest of the weekend. There
were very few kids up. Some were cutting wood, others were
digging and cursing in an unexplained hole somewhere behind
the cabin. A couple of girls were cleaning the lounge and
kitchen, and periodically would come out and say that they
would like to help us.
I was pleased at seeing a blue grouse feeding below the
cabin and annoyed at the blackflies that were still present in
fair numbers. Jack Howard was Cabin Marshall and Edo his as
sistant. Jack called me in as a consultant architect for an
outdoor structure that was being erected for lady V.O.C,"ers,
as I had been a steeplejack during the previous summer.
Edo had the Mounties direct traffic as he cut a snag near
the road below the cabin. There were also heated debates
whether a certain tree was ours or the Seymour Club's.
That winter there was much snow and we moved the snow off
the roof in six foot cubes. Edo railroaded me first into being
new member on the cabin committee and later into being assist
ant cabin marshall under Carmen. Also I got my first taste at
walking up all the way to the cabin from the Park gates after
dark in a snow storm. However I was not the only one, on the
way up I met four girls and three boys doing the same thing.
Supper tasted good when we finally got there and afterwards we
still found energy to dance.
Fall 1956, Jones took care of the night shift while I
worked during the daytime. Edo helped us extend the kitchen
to twice its former size. The kitchen crew were pleased that
they were no longer roasted between the counter and the stove.
Others complained that the old dark corridor with cupboards,
had disappeared and that nights up at the cabin will never be
the same for it. Rumour has it that Party-boy is creating a
new Sin-bin to remedy this lack in cabin facilities.
The snowfall was heavy during workhikes that year and the
three large trees we felled disappeared, as they fell with
clouds of snow, ice, twigs and the lichens down under into six
feet of snow. The girls had to clean the fire logs with brooms
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as they were being stacked away in the basement. One of the
trees fell across the boardwalk to the Seymour Club. It took
one of their patrons twenty minutes to cross it. He was quite
a sight standing on top of it with a case of liquid hardware
in each hand, reeling back and forth wondering where he was,
whither he was bound and where his friends had gone off to. Un
fortunately it rained during December and we lost the early
snow. Edo cracked a rib chasing Doris down the Elevators.
Spring 1957 was fairly slow, little snow. The girls came
up one weekend, the boys came up the next. After that only a
handful was up to the cabin regularly. Every Saturday evening
Lem would work on the water system and most of us were grateful
when we no longer had to go to the well for water. At one
point however the well went dry as we were getting neither rain
nor snow. Both Carman and I got re-elected.
Fall 1957 brought a tremendous influx of new members, Some
had and some still have misgivings whether the cabin would hold
them all. The floor had to be reinforced to stand the strain,
and the cabin committee became busy trying to find sleeping
space for all. Of course others tried to convince me that
sleep is unnecessary. Dance all night, ski all day, sleep all
Monday, in lectures that is. Carman moved up to president, a
better point of vantage. I took his place and Norm come in to
assist me, A new well was dug and Bold-one a budding zoologist,
cleaned out the old one. We no longer wondered what had hap
pened to our old members during the previous year.
Norm distinguished himself verbally during his first tour
of duty up Hollyburn on the short long hike. As a general serv
ice to the public and our woodbms we cleared the sun bowl where
a Gypo logger had left off. Unfortunately we never got enough
snow for anyone to make use of our clearing.
To make up for the weather and lack of snow, flashing
lights and cameras began to make the crowded cabin unsafe. For
tunately the plastic sheet in front of the windows worked and
for the first time since the cabin was built, there was prac
tically no leakage in the dorms.
The snow around the cabin disappeared early in the spring.
And many girls missed the pleasure of being carried out after
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breakfast, in their sleeping bags. However my prediction is
that there is going to be lots of snow this winter and lots of
high spirited new and old members to take advantage of it.
To conclude I wish to thank all who helped me run the ca
bin last year and hope that you will help Bruce this year. My
advice to all, the cabin is yours, USE IT!
HALLOWE'EN PARTY, 1957 - Beverley Campbell
The first real social function for the 1957-58 season was
agreed by all to be a gorry, spooky but tremendous success.
The new members were really impressed by the original yet warp
ed minds of the old members. Don't deny it! Weird masks (3
ft. high) and a horrible witch supplied excellent conversation
pieces. While a clever black spider's web all over the ceiling,
complete with catch and spider gave atmosphere.
New members were "royally" received with a horrible initi
ation ceremony which everyone enjoyed (well nearly everyone!).
All I can say is thank Heavens for that top row of bunks. Great
fun was had roaring all over the mountain in search of bath tub
plugs, wish bones and 45 gal. tanks. The scavenger hunt is an
essential part to the Hallowe'en Party, for we have to do some
thing active after stashing away all that turkey. Fireworks and
dancing made the night complete. Laugh here
! Work hikes
finished the weekend next day and we were finished for the week
to come. It's not only the skiing and the climbing that re
quire top physical condition, as the new members to the club
found out., Good work social committee, this was a most impress
ive party.
V.O.C. SHORT LONG HIKE, 1957 - Parker Williams
We gathered in small groups at the bottom of the Hollyburn
chairlift on the Saturday and rode to the top. The sky was over
cast, but the air was clear, and many of us got our first good
look at the wonderful lights of Vancouver on the way up. Once
on top, we again gathered in small groups and walked the 20 min
utes to the Westlake Lodge,
The party in the lodge really got going at about 9:00, The
new members were exposed to such V.O.C standards as the "Salty
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Dog" Rag, "Sally Goodin" and the 'Virginia Reel" and really en
joyed them. The songbooks were then brought out and we had a
lively sing-song in front of the fireplace for an hour, before
we went to bed at midnight.
Some dirty ole man came around at 6t00 the next morning
and hauled all the dopey party people out of bed.
By eight, we had eaten breakfast, been assigned to par
ties, and were on our way. The trails were good in the Hollyburn ski area itself. Our object was the 4,700 foot Mt. Strachan. After pushing through bush and timber for several hours
we came into numerous very beautiful alpine meadows, and then
onto rock and bush. We reached the first peak, then went down
300 feet and up 310 feet to the main peak of Strachan.
It was just past noon when we got there, and we all had
lunch. It was clear and warm on top.
The opposite side of Strachan was a shear cliff, about a
1500 foot drop. Below that the valley was filled with fog or
cloud. I noticed several fellows silently waving their arms in
an ancient god appeasing manner looking at the clouds far be
low. The sun over their shoulders was casting distinct shadow
on the cloud, hundreds of feet below them. It is called
'Spectre Brochen'.
6

We left the peak about 2.00 p.m., got down to Westlake be
fore 5:00 and checked in. By the time we got to the bottom of
the lift again most of us new members were dead tired, but con
vinced that we had a toe in with the nicest bunch of kids on
campus.
CROWN MOUNTAIN - Graham Dawson
I do not clearly recollect all the members of this trip,
so I will not mention any names. The trip started off nicely
with a refreshing ride up the chairlift - sleet and wind which
blew in your face no matter which way you turned. After some
people arrived and thawed out with a cup of hot chocolate, the
usual bridge game started and presently a dance, The music
was supplied by an assortment of instruments which were found
and a record as background music. Some anxious people started
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climbing a little earlier than expected - they were retrieving
their clothes off the log rafters - of course everyone pitched
in and helped. The next day we got off to a late start hoping
the weather would be clear. However our wait was in vain be
cause a quarter of the way there, it started to snow. Slightly
discouraged, we turned back, warmed ourselves and returned
home thankful for a restful weekend.
INTRAMURALS AND CLUB SPIRIT - Jack Boulding, Fran Magwood
The V.O.C. had a small part in intramurals this year. We
entered the "Cross Country" and seven of the first eleven run
ners were V.O.C'ers. Our first three boys took the wrong turn
and were disqualified but we still had the next four in early
to help us win the Finals by 7 points over Forestry with 47.
Congratulations Cross Countriers, Adrian Hailly, Dave Kennedy,
Rick Bronson, Albert Nickull, Don Lyon and George Gowdridge,
In bowling there are three mixed teams. The Friday team
went to the finals and lost by default because they had to go
to the V.O.C. Banquet the night they bowled. The basketball
team won two and lost two but everyone had fun. The emphasis in
all the sports we entered was participation and fun first and
then win if you can.
To enjoy belonging to V.O.C. each person must contribute
to club activities. We retain the name of the "Most Active
Club on Campus" through an enthusiastic membership which par
ticipates in club functionso
Intramural sports are one of our
many activities and can be enjoyed by the members who wish to
get some exercise (you do not have to be good to participate
you just want to have fun!) and keep up V.O.C, spirit. If you
don't want to play come and eat your lunch in the bleachers
and cheer V.O.C. teams on.
I'll see you at the various games and hope we win IAB
sports award this year. Come on V . O . C , let's enjoy and take
advantage of the facilities that are offered.
FARMER'S FROLIC, 1957 - Fran Magwood
The Armories were packed to the gunwhales with party types
and a good band blared out dance tunes. A table, a long one.
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of V.O.C.'ers was joining in the gay activities. Pizza pies
were eaten with gusto though a few lost their pie, trying to
catch a balloon or two. It was a very successful dance to
have a share in. (Wasn't it Scratch). Next time you can
dance with my coat (yuck, yuck) ... and fun was had by all.
BAKER TRIP - Betsy Goard
The Baker trip left from U.B.C. Bus Depot very very early
in the morning. It bounded along the road with such enthusiasm
though, that you couldn't get back to sleep or to sleep depend
ing on circumstances. We think that the bus driver must have
snuck in his forty winks though, for he took the wrong turn to
the border. After retracing many miles, the bus finally got
back on the right road. At about 9.00 the engine started smo
king and so was stopped dead. A bucket brigade was organized
which rushed to the nearest goldfish pond and robbed it of
water, vegetation, and one fish but all to no avail the engine
had died. The other bus which had long ago reached the border
was sent back to rescue us. At 11:30 A.M. we finally reached
Baker.
The day was beautiful and the snow was powder. Everyone
enjoyed it very much. The trip back was noisy but uneventful
with everyone singing and eating a lot. All in all it was a
very unusual trip but very enjoyable.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 1957 or SEAGULLS OVER CHRISTMAS
George Gowdridge
Ounce a pony term there gathered in the cabin a large group
of disreputable characters known as members. The most notable
of these was the "Grubby Threesome" or the "Three Seagulls", who
had, through an OVERSIGHT, forgotten to bring enough food for
the full holidays. Therefore, this same group, proceeded to en
force the cabin rules about leaving food in the lounge and kit
chen. This policy resulted in the addition of one more to the
group due to the sudden — very sudden — loss of some of his
food at dinner time. Meanwhile, one of the "Gubby Threesome
plus one" had some stew meat and cajoled one of the new member
girl's into making a lamb stew. M-m-m-m- delicious, especially
when sifted through a full beard, Honeychile was still licking
his mustache days later, much to the disgust of our esteemed
secretary, Betsy. We almost met Earl that night. Then, always
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on the lookout for more food, we found - in a locker this time
- a box of tangerines. After relieving the box of some of its
contents we decided - being jolly fellows - that we should test
the reactions of the girl up in the lounge who owned the said
oranges with an empty orange crate. As soon as we had prepared
the way, we carried the empty crate through the lounge. After
racing around the cabin several times, she finally caught up
to us and found out we hadn't taken all her oranges, eh, Sharon?
You shouldn't go around falsely accusing people.
Uncle Arthur W. suddenly found out on New Year's Eve what
the "Seagulls" meant when he walked into the lounge proclaiming
he had goodies in his pack. With a diversionary action wres
tling on the floor, his pack became empty of its contents and
the goodies were never more to be seen.
And speaking of New Year's Eve we had the usual turkey din
ner and a dance afterwards. However, the old routine about
"Waiter, Waiter, there's a fly in my soup" went over quite well
when the soup bowl broke under the impact of a well aimed fly
swatter, wetting the whole table and several others as well.
Also on this night was an invasion of the ACC cabin. We
arrived in the middle of a glorious sing-song, and with the aid
of a shoehorn, were able to cram ourselves into the already
crowded cabin. With the walls breathing heavily, we joined in
the singing. Jurgen Doering lead us in a couple of old German
favorites. With their usual wonderful hospitality the ACC
plied us with coffee and cookies, then after another round of
singing we left with a "Happy New Year" and sang all the way
back to our own cabin. (Never has Mt. Seymour been more lovely
than on the clear frosty moonlit night. BC.)
One night Betty Townsend suddenly got the notion she want
ed some "Brownies" to eat and so began to bake same. However,
what came out was a mess of "ICK" such that even the Seagulls
had to be reassured that it was edible. Finally we got out our
spoons and began to dig the goo out of the pan. Then came the
wonderful plum cobbler, baked and made with loving care. Oh,
well, at least the first quarter inch was cooked.
Then there were the goodies parties in the men's dorms af
ter everyone had gone to bed. It's strange, but people woke up
in the morning and found peanut shells and bits of mountain mix
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on the floor. Also the big goodies rings in the basement by
the lockers, where we ate everything and anything - were
tremendous. Almost a full course meal. But always to supliment this, there were the dances and a few goodies parties in
the kitchen.
Night toboganning seemed to be a favourite of most of the
people who were up at the cabin, but it seems that the tobog
gan wasn't in such good condition and a few too many people
got on for the ride. They hit a large bump. Suffice it to
say, they brought the toboggan back in pieces, a mere shadow
of its former self.
In the late afternoon or in the evening after a hard days
skiing, what could be more relaxing than a good old-fashioned
game of pick-up-sticks. We noticed that three of the new mem
ber types were using the old set quite extensively, eh Bev?
Of course, if you didn't enjoy this there was always the per
ennial bridge game, or backgammon, chess, checkers, and wonder
of wonders ping pong (new invention - a sheet of plywood lain
over two tables.)
When we tired of these activities, we took walks in the
moonlight. Like the night when 3 boys and a girl set out for
Brockton. The girl desiring protection from two of the said
boys kept calling out, "Save me, Grudgie" and being very broad
minded in these matters, Grudge immediately went to her as
sistance and protected her from the other two?
With all this activity, the nights passed fairly quickly.
During the day, some cabin-skied, but most of the people went
skiing up to Brockton and the Pumps, or at the Meadows or on
the tows. However, there were a few - mostly girls - who at
tended Paul Russell's ski school. He taught them a lot of
things, about skiing that is? But there were times when we
were looking for his ski school and couldn't find it. He
wasn't where he was supposed to be and neither were his girls,
GARIBALDI CHRISTMAS, 1957
"Garibaldi, next stop." and in the same instant - skreach there we were all 6 of us in Garibaldi Junction. With jacket
in hand, pack still open and no boots on we gazed at the de-
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parting train. We sloshed up to Walshes - a thoroughly fa
tiguing trip, taken at a tremendous rate. The packs were
slightly heavier than expected or was Sev the only one in con
dition?
The rest of the troop had started off for QCA cabin early. in the morning after spending the night at Walshes. We repacked
the 25 pounds of meat and Christmas pudding and finally got rid
of a lot of extra weight. We started up the trail - that is
about 2 steps up the trail! and bumped into a dispirited, wet
looking Jerry Van Tets. The first eleven had found the snow
conditions impossible and thoroughly disgusted with carrying
3 ft. of snow in their baskets had unanimously agreed to give
up. They did make it to the bottom of the barrier with Jerry
breaking trail on his cross countries all the way. This was
the extent of Garibaldi 1957.
It was a disappointed troop of 17 that boarded the train
for Vancouver that night after spending a roasting good time in
the station house?? Ever played poker in Garibaldi Junction
with orange peels all afternoon? This unique day ended with a
midnight taxi trip up the icy roads of Mt. Seymour for five
very tired people and one huge load of food — much appreciated
at the V.O.C. cabin — the food I mean.
ROSSLAND - VERNON - REVELSTOKE, CHRISTMAS, 1957 —

Di Bailey

Bright and early December 26th, fifteen V.O.C. types set
out from various points to converge on Trail for four days ski
ing at Red Mountain. Aside from various necessary stops along
the way for gas and other things, we managed to arrive in Trail
at 9 P.M., where we parted for our respective "homes".
The more ambitious types put in four days and two nights
of fabulous skiing. Our night-time activities rotated between
a very quiet party (broke up at 10:00), a skating party, and a
party at Nadene's, where a little bet was won by one of the
female member's of the party.
On
where a
For the
ered in

the following Tuesday, we left for L.C.B, °s at Vernon,
terrific and much appreciated turkey dinner awaited us.
first and only time, the girls put on skirts. We ush
the New Year with a terrific party, including dancing
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and a serenade by Carman, done in his sleep!
The next day, when we finally managed to crawl out of bed
and pack ourselves off for Silverstar, it was 3 P.M. Here, the
"Silverstar turn-around" was invented, and after a short slog
into the cabin, which offered all the modern conveniences?, in
cluding two smoky stoves, we settled in for the rest of our
trip. Some of the more energetic souls went night-skiing —
really fabulous! Here, there are no lifts or tows — it's
strictly skiing. In the evening we held "Snap" tournaments,
and also learned that Joanie sings in her sleep and Les talks
in his! According to the writing on the wall, Phil Dobson is
"God's gift to women"! We loved that cabin so much we even
tried to burn it down! After a day of cross-country in which
we climbed to the peak, Bud Stovel appeared and convinced us
we should spend a day in Revelstoke. Here, we managed to get
in some night skiing and a few hours the next day before head
ing back to Vernon and L.C.B.'s.
Everyone agrees this was one terrific trip and were dis
appointed to see home again. Party included: Les Ashbaugh, Al
Smith, Ted Scratchley, Beth Chilcott, Di Bailey, Joan Gilliland, George Massey, Carman Smith, Robin Clarke, Tom Carlile,
Park Williams, Sheila Fenton, Linda Campbell-Brown, Nadene
Gwyer Phil Dobson, Jack Boulding, Lib Daly, and Jamie Kingston.
v

SUN VALLEY - CHRISTMAS, 1957
Those present: Bridgie McKenzie, Em. Gavin, Mary Ann Dun
can, Robbie Feldstad, Glenda Morris, Al Hall, John and Al Sav
age, Alison Alden, Bruce Ward, Brian Ledingham, Doug Kilburn,
Gordy Blake, Bobby Hutton, etc.
A beautiful Boxing Day morning made an auspicious start
for our trip. Some excitement was provided on the way down
when the suction from a passing trailer truck tore our ski
rack off the roof. Fortunately the skis were undamaged.
We had good weather and excellent skiing. Unfortunately
for Bridgie she contracted a throat infection and spent most
of the holiday in bed.
After skiing we usually met at the Holiday Hut in Sun
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Valley to dance and work up an appetite for supper, which was
substantial at Mrs. Reinsch's.
We didn't want to leave when the time came so we did the
next best thing — made a reservation for next year.
OPEN HOUSE - Sharon Francis
Last March 1st weekend, the V.O.C. held their Annual Open
House party in the cabin on Mount Seymour. The cabin beams
quivered as an enthusiastic crowd of about 150 V.O.C.'ers SaltyDogged the evening away. Entertainment was supplied by the
girls and boys chorus line who were in competition for public
approval. Graham Dawson, Bill Shuttleworth, Les Ashbaugh, Jack
Boulding, Jerry Van Tets, David MacRae and an added attraction
Tuppy Palmer wriggled their way across the floor collecting
comments as they went. Allison Alden's girls stole the show.
Dressed in bathing suits, ski jackets and wielding a mean ski
pole, Di Bailey, Di Clarke, Eleanor Steadman, Bev Campbell,
and Janice Stewart were so popular that they were encored. Af
ter refreshments and entertaining skits, dancing continued un
til even the 'Sally Goodin' could not arouse anyone to action.
This party represents another success which can be attributed
to Vice-President Nadene Gwyer and the V.O.C.
At Open House on the campus V.O.C. °ers managed to suc
cessfully produce an attractive booth to let people know what
we are. As a theme our favourite haunt, Garibaldi Park, was
used. We displayed our equipment against a mural of a panerama
taking in all the peaks from the Tusk to Garibaldi, including
an unknown peak we created because we measured incorrectly, as
seen from atop Price. Here the equipment was arranged around
a huge rock cairn. The total effect was excellent. A group
of tremendous artists in this club, eh Fran?
SPRING BANQUET - March 28, 1958 - Di Bailey
This was the second annual V.O.C. reunion banquet and was
held in Brock Hall. Once again it was a terrific success, with
many old members out.
After the food was demolished (Willy Shuttleworth managed
to have Two complete meals?), we heard the speeches from the
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head-table. Silver pins were awarded to Beth Chilcott and Al
Smith, who was unfortunately in the hospital with a broken leg
at the time. An extremely interesting talk was given by
Walter Romanes on climbing in the New Zealand Alps. No we know
why the New Zealand mountains are producing such men as Hillary!
This talk was followed by dancing and then an after-party at
Les Ashbaugh°s.
V.O.C. PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST - George Massey
This year the V.O.C voted in favour of having an annual
photography competition, (which as far as we know is the first
such competition in the club). George Massey as Chairman and
a group consisting of Don Brown, Art Wooten, and Barry Nixon,
collected the pictures and arranged for professional photog
raphy judges. The group decided that there would be four clas
ses with coloured pictures and one black and white class. The
four classes were: A - Alpine Pictures, B - Climbing Pictures
and Ski Mountaineering; C - Alpine Natural History; D - Club
Activities and Portraits.
A certificate was awarded to each class winner. The best
coloured slide of the show was to receive the newly club do
nated, "Frank Koch Memorial Trophy". The best group of four
coloured slides winner was to receive the "Edwin Ker" Trophy
donated by the Honorary President and Vice-President, Mr. and
Mrs. Fairley. The slides were judged privately and a public
showing was given for the better slides and total black and
white pictures.
The winners were as follows: "Frank Koch Memorial Trophy"
went to Don Lyon. The "Edwin Ker Trophy" went to Dave Kennedy.
Class A winner was Don Lyon. Class B winner was Dave Kennedy.
Class C winner was Honorary President J.J. Fairley. Class D
winner was Don Brown. The black and white winner was John
Fairley Jr.
As you have probably noticed the competition is open for
grad members. It may be appropriate at this point to empha
size to the modest types that the most of club photographers
are very amateurish, amateurs. Therefore nearly everyone in
the club who takes pictures should have some worthwhile pic
tures to enter in the competition. We hope to see more con-
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testants next year, so with the thought in mind that competi
tion improves, keep your shutters clicking and let's see the
results in the competition next spring.
DIAMOND HEAD TRIP - May 3-5, 1958 - Sheila Fenton
With great exuberance five keen types jumped off the train
and with even greater trepidation one not-so-keen type was push
ed off the train at Squamish, B.C., and the 1958 trek over dia
mond Head was launched and led by Karl Ricker.
The brave ones, actually too lazy to go over the Barrier,
were Parker Williams, Gordie Blake, Les Ashbaugh, V\rl
Ricker,
Dave "Seagull" Ozburn, and Sheila Fenton. We were met at Squam
ish station by Ottar Brantvold, the proprietor of Diamond Head
Chalet. He provided transportation via Volkswagen bus and snow
cat to the chalet. The trip up was uneventful except for a half
hour stop-over in a cold snowdrift while the boys ripped the
poor old snow-cat apart to see what was wrong just because she
chose to drop a little oil along the way. Actually they were
merely curious and wanted to see what made it tick.
At Diamond Head we took up residence in a log cabin and
Ottar departed, The good spirits of the kids was not dampened
by the overcast sky and after an hour or so of skiing we set to
cooking a meal. The meal wasn't bad although the grocery pro
vider came under not a little criticism when it was discovered
she didn't take sugar in her tea and so hadn't bought any. Park,
the self-appointed guardian of the maple syrup, doled out miser
ly quantities to the screaming mob. To bed - with the chilling
thought of arising at three A.M. for the long climb up to the
saddle and on into Garibaldi Park. Karl was to act as alarm
clock, which, incidentally, he does rather well.
About eight A.M. we awoke to discover that we were com
pletely fogged in as we had been when Karl awoke at three A.M.
This meant a day layover and this the grocery provider had not
foreseen. However a hearty breakfast of Parker's fluffy Pan
cakes and left-over maple syrup brought smiles to droopy faces.
The keener types climbed the saddle for a very mungy run while
the lazy ones conserved their energy and spent the day lounging
in the warm cabin reading pocket novels. Hunger, however, is
an unfortunate habit not to be ignored and a scavenger party
went out to search for food in the unlocked portion of the cha-
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let. The findings were hardly inspiring and included a couple
of cans of soup, a can of pineapple, and a box of Cream of
Wheat. The table that night was set with meager fare; soup,
Kraft Dinner (enough to feed three not-so-hungry people - not
six starving skiers) smothered in a sauce made up of Acadia
sandwich filling, left-over potatoes, cheese, and odd bits of
shoe leather. Poor old "Seagull" will just never forget it.
After a rather one-sided water fight in which men's 'squeeze
deodorant was used very effectively the crew turned in.
0

The second morning of our sojourn seemed no more promis
ing than the first but the clouds did lift enough to clear the
peaks needed as landmarks. We hurriedly gulped down two bowls
each of Les's mush (without milk or sugar) and left. That old
mush lay like a ton of bricks in the bottoms of our stomachs
the whole way up the saddle. The snow was firm and gripped
the skins fairly well. The run down the back of the saddle
was fast and fun but lower down the crust was breakable and
called for careful skiing. The fun over - the long hike up to
the neve was made single file, with Karl breaking trail and
Gordie staying close behind Sheila with a sharp ski pole. Af
ter crossing the neve, a snow field of seemingly endless length
and width, we stopped for lunch and a rest. The sun finally
came out as we made our way up over the shoulder of the Gari
baldi Divide and a stop was called for an application of
'Skreen . At the top of the shoulder another stop was deemed
necessary and some of the boys went off in search of a legend
ary wind cirque or something. Whatever it was, they apparently
found it. That little mission accomplished, we were off down a
long powder snow slope which made the whole trip worthwhile. At
the end of this run we stopped for pictures. There Park and
Les left us as they had to go right out to Garibaldi Station to
catch the eight o clock train. We climbed at our leisure up to
Sentinel Glacier down which we had another fairly good run. We
had some fun when we skied off the glacier onto, or should I
say, into, the lake. We went up to our shin-bones in ice water
and got our skis stuck under the ice. Our big packs were no
help and the bigger boys, especially, had trouble (bigger feet).
Finally we got out of the soft stuff and alternately slogged
and skated the 4^ miles across the lake to the Q.C.A, cabin.
5

c

There we shed our packs, drank gallons of lemonade, ate
dinner, and rolled thankfully into our sleeping bags
a twen-
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ty-four mile trip completed in approximately eleven hours. It
was a good trip and we are looking forward to the 1959 Diamond
Head trip with more enthusiasm and less trepidation.
GARIBALDI INVASION, 1958 - Beverley Campbell
Excitement plus! To heck with exams for packing and get
ting in shape were more important. Last minute endeavours were
made to cut the weight down and we were off. Garibaldi Park was
invaded by a small? - shy? - group of 20 enthusiastic V.O.C.ers! The snow-apple juice and clever remarks helped the dis
couraged unconditioned ones along. Our one tired Grad Cruiser
was thoroughly disgusted with the placing of trees and remarks
like, "Who ever arranged this rock pile, sure didn't know what
he was doing," caused a good deal of laughter and helped to
brighten spirits. The Barrier was a horror, though actually
not too bad at this time of year. After we scrambled over the
rock we had snow steps most of the way up — men's snow steps
that is, for long legs! If it hadn't been for the pack-ski
chain lines most of the girls would never have made it.
Once over the Barrier we were lucky enough to have moon
light most of the way in, which helped us to follow the tracks.
Thank heavens for the moon and tracks for we didn't have much
else to guide us! The average time was about 11 hours with
some speed balls like Stu Fall and Fran Magwood making it in 9
hours.
Warm arms, cheery smiles and hot drinks made us realize we
had reached our destination. Things were a wee bit crowded. As
one weary member was heard to mumble, "If I had known it was
going to be this crowded I would have phoned ahead for reserva
tions." He was stuffed under the stairway, while others of the
total 36 were stached away on screen doors in the eaves, around
the stove pipe or in our insulated tents out back.
There were no loafers at this paradise for even some of the
people who had just arrived the previous day took a half-day
trip up to Price.
All the trails radiated from the cabin and each one led to
a skier's joy. Every day parties of four or five would leave
early in the morning for such places as the Black Tusk, Spinx
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Glacier, Sentinel Glacier, Panorama and Price. Whether the run
down was enjoyable or not depended on the time of day?
In order to obtain the best possible skiing most everybody
got up before sunrise or by Garibaldi time, about 3:30. (Gari
baldi time: the time everybody argues that you should have so
you will get up at the same time without going to bed earlier.)
At this time of the morning the ice was hard and good time
could be made to any point of the lake. By the time you reach
ed your destination, the snow was just right for an excellent
downhill run. However if you became too entranced by the view,
which was excellent because of the superb weather conditions,
one found the going rather sloggy. In order to still walk on
the ice, you had to be at the lake by at least 12 o'clock. If
you didn't you walked through about a foot of ice! (Why is
V.O.C. a dry club?) Most parties arrived back at the cabin
around 2 or 3 in the afternoon and finished off the day with
cards, sewing up sleeping bags or discussing possibilities for
tomorrow.
One of the many climbs up Garibaldi included a trip led by
Sev Heiberg including Paul Russell (last year's graduate), Mary
Shakespeare and Jack Boulding (the camera man!) They 1?ft at
3:00 and were on top by 8:30. This year there were man> climbs
in the area (some of these have been covered in detail in the
next report). The Tusk was again the favourite climb for all
beginners. Albert Nickull was proud of the way his two stu
dents picked up their climbing lesson. Some of their remarks
became rather ridiculous some 2 hours later as the very rope
they had depended on broke, while being used in an energetic
logging expedition at the cabin!
The second sitting at supper was enjoying a quiet! well
organized? meal one night, when Karl Ricker announced that an
all out clean up of the cabin was in order as Cliff Fenner was
coming to inspect it. Immediately after this crash, bang,
tinkle, and one window and one mirror later Karl growled, "I
said clean it up, John, not tear it down?" At this point Sev
Heiberg entered and calmly announced that the roof was on fire
and should be looked into. Immediately wild panic resulted as
a desperate attempt was made to save the cabin so Cliff would
have something to inspect. Result? The dishes were washed by
the water line which formed to the lake. Lucky kitchen crew!
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The food was excellent this year. It was just like living
at a high priced resort the whole time we were there. The menu
really improved when once we were presented with roast beef and
impressed with terrific apple pies. The cook swears she will
never get married or cook anything but sandwiches! The head in
structor in the kitchen that night, Ted Scratchley, was cooked
far better than the desserts.
Garibaldi is, for all past and present V.O.C.'ers, the
high point of their experience with the club. The series of in
cidents that rush into one's life in a few short days spent in
this wonderland are memories that are to return and to be retold
again and again.
Special note should be made here of the Garibaldi Centen
nial Downhill. The first official race in Garibaldi that we
know of was held on Panorama Ridge on Thursday, May 8, 1958. The
course was set by Albert Nickull. After it was thoroughly pack
ed by all those participating it proved to be quite interesting
and speedy. The results were as follows: Men - first, Albert
Nickull with 45 seconds; Stu Fall and Gordon Blake tied for
second with 49 seconds and Frank Pickersgill was third with 51
seconds. Women - First, Sheila Fenton with 51 seconds, followed
by Diane Clark and Ann Hutton. There were 15 participants alto
gether. The race was agreed by all to have been a real success
and we hope it too will become a V„O.C. tradition.
UNUSUAL CLIMBS IN GARIBALDI - Karl Ricker
For Sev Heiberg and myself, it was our third trip to Gari
baldi and as we had climbed most of the peaks in the area, new
peaks were sought. The word unusual in this sense refers to the
fact that V.O.C seldom visits these peaks, if ever, to climb
them. The peaks referred to are the peaks in the Granite Ridge
of Sphinx and the Cheakumus glaciers — the Bookworms, Phylis's
Engine and Mt. Davidson.
The Bookworms (7910') are three glacier nunataks rising
100' to 200' off the ice. Upon our first close-up view of the
spires the sharp, pointed one in the middle took our fancy. Al
though a grade four climb, the rock was very solid and no seri
ous troubles were encountered for our ascent. As the summit
was very small, only one could stand on it at a time. The route
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was a layback along the southwest arrete to the summit. The
next spire attacked was the most southwesterly of the three.
Although we circumnavigated the nunatak, the route we chose
was on the southeast face as we had apparently missed an easier
route found by Albert Nickull in a solo climb a few days later.
Albert started from the col between the middle and the south
west spires and followed the northeast arrete more or less to
the summit. Our route was up a chimney for fifty feet where
it closed into an overhang. At this point, I traversed left
on a very narrow ledge for fifteen feet and then gained the
next ledge seven feet higher which was wide enough for a good
belay point. This ledge was traversed to the right back into
our original chimney and two more belays saw us out of the
chimney from which a good scramble followed to the summit. A
cairn was on the summit but no records could be found.
The northeast of the three spires didn't appear to be too
difficult and as we expected, it proved to be a grade three
climb to the summit by way of the south arrdte with a devi
ation into the numerous gulleys on the southeast face. After
our successes on the Bookworms, two other V.O.C. parties were
also successful; one being Albert's solo climb and a rope led
by Gordie Blake.
A week later Sev, after his failure on Mt. Davidson in
the previous year wanted another crack at this peak. Leaving
the Q.C.A. cabin at 7:00 A.M. we made exceptionally good time
to the ridge separating Sphinx and Cheakumus glaciers. The
crossing took place just south of Phylis' Engine but the En
gine lay shrouded in clouds. Just before the run down the
Cheakumus glacier, the Engine came into full view, momenta
rily showing off the steep granite sides with its many verti
cal cracks. As Mt. Davidson has only been climbed twice, we
elected to stick with our task. The route was a scramble up
the southwest ridge to the southwest summit which is lower
than the northeast by some ten to fifteen feet. Separating
us from our goal was a fifty foot gash in the ridge with lots
of exposure. We immediately roped up! The route was one of
two choices - over the six to eight foot gendarmes beyond the
gash to the summit, or descend to a series of ledges below the
gash and traverse to immediately below the summit block. The
latter was used by Derek Fabian in 1957, but the gendarme
route looked by far the most interesting, so after a series of
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good small rock climbs up and down the gendarmes, we gained
the summit at noon. Since the weather was cold and windy, we
added a few stones to the cairn built by Neil Carter and com
pany in their first ascent of the peak, and left by the same
route.
Upon return, the most southern tower of Phylis" Engine
took our fancy and as it was only one p.m. we decided to give
it a try. Our first route was up the east face by way of the
vertical cracks which we hoped to be the summit. At the base
of the tower Sev stepped onto the rock and tried the vertical
crack. At a point thirty feet above the steep slope trouble
was encountered as the crack sloped against us to form an over
hang with what looked to be a grade five to six climb above.
After a short discussion we thought a better route might be
found on the west face. The west face looked much more fea
sible and eventually after a series of ledges, each being con
nected by a vertical crack of moderate to great difficulty, we
were standing on a knife edge between our tower and a gendarme
just north of us. The vertical cracks had sapped our strength
and verglas in the cracks had not helped matters any. It was
no wonder our ambition faltered here - being only 25 -30* ver
tical feet from the summit. The final thirty feet would re
quire pitons for direct aid with a pendulum traverse and as
the time was 3:30 p.m., a unanimous vote saw us retreat. As
the lake was thought to be too soft for a safe crossing, we
went home the long, hard way - traversed to base of Castle
Towers, to Polonomum Ridge, contoured around to Gentian Pass,
contoured on to the side of Gentian Peak to Helm glacier,
downhill run to Black Tusk meadows and a short, but not so
soft crossing of the lake to the cabin. We were pooped; at
7:00 p.m. Mary Ann Duncan and Barb Jagger fed us like kings.
Although Phylis' Engine got the best of us, our next visit to
the park will see us, once again, trying those spectacularly
steep crags.
5

MAJOR CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES - Linda Campbell Brown
Last spring the club saw fit to revise our rather out
dated constitution which, with yearly amendments and additions,
was becoming unweildy so Carman appointed Nadene to head a com
mittee to review the old constitution and make recommendations
for its revision.
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After one meeting - and a fiery meeting it was - it was de
cided that the whole form be revised.
Many long meetings and short tempers later a revised con
stitution was presented to the general meeting. Many more ar
guments later, the major changes were:
1.

Six categories of members: cabin, non-cabin, graduate plus
associate (non-graduating members), staff and honorary mem
bers .

2.

A new section under fees stating that, "all non V.O.C °s,
except members of recognized climbing clubs, participat
ing in club activities shall be required to pay a guest
fee, determined by the committee concerned." This addi
tion was made on an amendment passed the previous year to
try and eliminate some "hanger's on."

3.

Secretary-Treasurer and Assistant Secretary-Treasurer are
now Treasurer and Secretary.

4.

A new committee "Photography Committee" was set up to take
care of the annual V.O.C Photography competition and to
help the Archivist in keeping the photo albums up to date.
Numerous changes in wording were also made.

Those who helped in the revision of this monstrosity are
very touchy about the subject as it represents many hours of
precious time spent in misery. So tread lightly!
THE LAST MEETING
At the last general meeting of the V . O . C , Karl Ricker
took over the position of president from the retiring presi
dent Carman Smith, Previously, the treasurer's report had been
read with the books balancing to 22 cents ~ a record? To the
amusement of all, the Goon Awards were handed out - they went
as follows:
1. Loving Cup
Sue Saxton
2. Able Asst. Cup
Geri-Lou Simpson
3. Burping Cup
George Gowdridge
4
Official Waxing Instructor
Dave McRae
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Shuss-Boomer
Radar Speed Trap
Railroad Award
Silver (Booby) Pin Award
Vice Award
Order of the Animated Stomach
Order of the Double Breasted Sweater

Albert Nickull
Ann Hutton
Jack Boulding
Al Smith
Nadene Gwyer
Bill Shuttleworth
Robin Clarke

The meeting saw the end to another excellent year for the
V.O.C. on campus. The club spirit continued throughout the
summer as can be seen by the reports of summer trips,
MT, LARRABEE, August 17, 1958 - Graham Dawson
Dedicated to the R.M B

to defend the West Coast Social

Club.
On a clear and warm Sunday, four members of a group of ten
successfully climbed 7,784 foot Mt. Larrabee, The four members
were Stu Fall, Juergan Duering, Al Sewell, and Jack Boulding,
Other members of the party were: Beth Chilcott, Linda Campbell
Brown, Jerry and Elaine Stonier, Bev Campbell, and Graham Dawson
We left Twin Lakes about 9:00 A.M., , reached the peak around
2:00 P.M., and got back to the lake at 4:00 P.M. Here we enjoy
ed a nice liesurely swim - about one minuted - and ate "whatever-you-have-we-will-throw-in-one" pot supper.
CHURCH MT,, June 1958 - G. Gowdridge
The illustrious party met this weekend at Silver Lake in
Washington on Saturday afternoon. After a strenuous afternoon
of swimming, setting up camp, swimming, cooking dinner, and
swimming, we went down to the Frosty Inn where we were to meet
several more of the party. Boy, what a party' We waited there
until 2 o'clock for Beth and L.C.B. - who didn't know we were
there - before we went back to the campsite for a "midnight"
swim.
When we woke up in the morning with a nasty taste in our
mouths (and no beer to brush our teeth with), we found that
Beth and L.C.B. had missed us at the Frosty Inn and had camped
at a different spot. Eventually, therefore, we all got on the
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appointed mountain. It was a fair day, alternately sunny and
cloudy, making a rather nice day for hiking up the trail. How
ever, up towards the alpine, beside the trail, were beautiful
bushes full of blueberries and some salmon berries. We almost
lost Beth and L.C.B. at this point, but with much persuasion
they finally decided to accompany us. It's a good thing they
did, because up in the alpine meadow there were extensive
patches of scrub blueberries. Here we lost them for about
half an hour.
However, as we progressed along the meadow, the weather
began to cloud in and it got quite cold. Since the peak was
clouded also, and there was no prospect of the conditions get
ting better, Al Hall, Beth, L.C.B., and Grudge built a fire
and made a pot of soup and one of coffee. When the rest of
the group arrived from their attempt to beat through the fog
to the peak, we sat around the fire and drank the soup from
the tin can. Of course the soup had croutons in it (even if
they were wieners). After this, we again adjourned to the
Frosty, but this time — seeing the bar was closed -— we were
there for eating only. From there we went home.
V.O.C. DOWNHILL
The Downhill was held in February on Unicorn on Mt. Sey
mour with the A. and B. boys events starting at Mystery Lake.
The winners were as follows:
Men's A - Albert Nickull
Men's B - Carman Smith
Men's C - Bob Read

Women's A - Lynn Webster
Women's B - Nadene Gwyer
Women's C - Sandra Scott

Steeplechase
The low snow conditions in January were the reason for the
shorter course. It had to be stopped just before the Meadows.
The Boy's winner was Karl Ricker and the Girl's winner was
Shiela Fenton. There were many entrj.es, so the group was divid
ed into teams.
GRAD NEWS - Art Wooton, Karl Ricker
Jon and Lois Rivett's address: 1110 - 73rd Avenue, Edtion-
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ton, Alta. They now have 2 future VO.C.'ers and a third is
on the way.

CM.

Bob Nicholson is working in Port Arthur, Ont», for the
S.

Dick Lazenby is working for Quality Records in Toronto.
Address: 19-g Coleman, Toronto 13, Ont.
John and Pat (Patterson) Ridington now have 2 children,
Denise 1%, and John Jr., born in July "58.
Stew Shearman and Trudy were married during the summer
and are now teaching in Quesnel.
When last heard of Marion Wilkinson was running around
the highlands of Scotland. Her address in England: c/o B.C.
House, 1-3 Regent St., London SW No.l, England.
Al Tremaine and Alison Aldpn are engaged.
Bev Walker and Mo McNeil are back from a year in Europe.
Jim Denholme and Rene Sullivan were married on September
19, 1958. Now live at 5227 Kings Rd., Vancouver 8, B.C.
Hugh and Sylvia (Ledingham) Greenwood were in Vancouver
for the birth of their second child Kelly Louise, a sister for
2 year Bruce. They are returning to Princeton where Hugh is
studying for his PhD. Their address: 225c Marshall St.,
Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.
John Savage is still selling Life Insurance in Vancouver.
Pat Duffy is still running about the Rockies in his VW bus.
Last year he won a big downhill event at Mt. Temple as well as
doing quite well in the two summer giant slaloms. Pat had an
other successful summer of climbing and took a few V.O.C.'ers
up on a first ascent. His latest plans include the furthering
of his education as he plans to go back to Yale for his Doc
tor's degree in forestry.
Gus Loman is still doing forest pathological work in Al-
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berta and plans to go to the U, of Idaho for his masters next
year. Also included in his itinerary are ski trips to the
Rockies of course.
Don Flook was seen quite often by V.O.C.'ers last summer
and he is finally engaged Cnough said!)
Ken Baker has finished building his house near Banff. Last
summer saw Ken doing some very spectacular piton climbing as
well as the usual Rocky Mountain scree and snow slogs. The
Watch Tower (grade 6 ) , traverse of Mt. Louis from north to
southeast (grade 5 ) , Sentinel Pass gendarmes (grade 6 ) , Mt.
Hungabee, Glacier Peak and Mt. DesPoilus were some of his
climbs. His winter life will see him ski patrolling the Norquay ski slopes as well as teaching in the Banff Warden Ski
School.
Hans Gmoser who is our honorary life member Austrian guide
had an extremely active summer session. The second ascent of
Mt. Blackburn (over 16,000 ft.) in Alaska and the third ascent
of Mt. Alberta were the highlights of his season. His future
plans include another Little Yoho ski camp this winter.
Sev Heiberg is still working for the Defense Research
Board at Ralston, Alberta. Sev had good climbing with the V.O.
C. in the Rockies last summer and plans to teach gymnastics at
Lethbridge on Saturdays as well as ski on Sundays at Banff
this winter. His future plans include another Garibaldi Spring
trip.
Ken Hunt is plugging away at a Ph.D. in Chemistry at
Queens U. Ken manages ski trips and hiking trips every week
end to keep himself in shape for his return to the West Coast
in the fall of 1959. Last reports had him rock climbing and
rapelling off an old grist mill near Kingston.
Norm Hansen and Bill Martin are now doing forestry work at
Prince George and plan to ski at Smithers on the weekends.
Bud Stovel is a Park Ranger in Glacier Park and was married
in August 1958.
Stu Fall is still working for B.C. telephones and is making
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money!
while„

That new car of his brings him in to see us once in a

Fred Bennett has finally got his Master's degree.
is big news in the history of v \ 0 . C !

This

Ted Scratchley is on campus this year finishing up his
Master's in Electrical Engineering.
Al Smith is back on his feet again and working for the
Pulp and Paper Company in Powell River. He graduated despite
the lost time caused by his accident.
Edo Nyland and wife Doris, were last heard of partaking
in a trip back to their homeland of Holland.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN SECTION OF THE VARSITY OUTDOOR CLUB - 1958
INTRODUCTION - Karl Ricker
In November 1957, I wrote to Pat Duffy on the prospect of
jobs in the Rockies for V.O..C.'ers as I thought it was time for
a V.O.C. comeback into one of Canada's favorite climbing areas.
After Christmas, with the help of Roger Lundgren and Norm Han
sen, quite a list of job possibilities were on hand for those
interested. At first, not too many were interested as jobs pay
less than elsewhere, but times were tough and people are sorry
that they didn't give this a second consideration.
At any rate, those active members climbing and skiing with
our group were myself, Don Brown, Don Lyon, Carman Jones, John
Leesing, Roger Lundgren, Sheila Fenton and Lib Daly. Other ac
tive members in the aear but unable to climb with us because of
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Sunday work hours were Barry Nixon, Di Bailey and Anne Hutton.
Nevertheless, Barry did some outstanding climbs with Banff
Springs Hotel staff; the highlight being a solo climb of Mt.
Assiniboine under ideal conditions. On another occasion, Barry
led a rope of four across the entire ridge of Mt. Victoria
which took in an overnight sojourn roped to a small ledge be
tween the north and middle peaks. Di Bailey accomplished two
easy climbs plus numerous hikes about the Lake Louise area it was through Di that V.O.C. and U.B.C. became so well known
with the Brewster and Chateau boys.
To round out our group were several non-members (intro
ductions in our journal of stories) and old members - Pat
Duffy and girl friend Pat Clarke, Sev Heiberg, Ken Baker, and
Don Flook. Curious Vancouverite V.O.C.'ers in for a look-see
were Stu Fall, Albert Nickull, L.C.B., Beth Chilcott, Glenda
Morris and Dave Kennedy. We still can't figure if Stu drove
a company car 1500 miles out of his way just for the sake of a
climb or to have a look at the eastern college girls. As our
guidance group the V.O.C. had the pleasure of receiving climb
ing information from Honorary Member Hans Gmoser, Swiss Guides
Bruno Ingler, Walter Perren and the famous 80 first ascent man
- Edward Feuz Jr.
Our skiing was limited to three official trj;>s although
skis were brought along on numerous other occasions. The
climbing season was a success as five peaks over 11,000 feet
and a first ascent made up our nineteen peak ascents. To keep
ourselves in top climbing shape Don Brown, Don Lyon, Barry
Nixon and myself usually found ourselves on the rocks of Mt.
Rundle or Tunnel Mtn. on weekday nights and not to be outdone,
Carman and the boys practised at Kananaskis. By the end of the
summer, piton climbing was standard practice in preparation for
our Bugaboos trip to be held during registration week.
Our social events were limited to two slide parties as one
usually tried to get some sleep for the weekend, but such
people as L.C.B. and Beth Chilcott upset our sleeping hours
drastically on the Athabasca climb. The first slide party was
held at the first of August for the purpose of showing off our
Garibaldi to our new friends; the second gigantic slide party
was held on Sept.10 at Ken Baker's house. Slides of our sum
mer climbs were the feature and Ken Baker's climbs with friend
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Peter Fuhrman in Kodachrome were by far the best pictures at
the showing.
The climbs on the whole were found to be on the easy side
with the ever-menacing loose rock and long scree slopes being
the chief source of annoyance. To offset this a trip to the
Bugaboos of the Purcell Range was on schedule as they are of
solid granite and are no easier than grade four climbing. How
ever, as I was to be the leader of this trip, the climb had t
be cancelled due to a knee injury late in the season. Never
theless, I managed to see the Bugaboos on a September reconnaisance trip and was very impressed; a good rock climber
would enjoy himself here as they were found to be a group of
granite nunataks rising from 800 to 1500 feet off the glacier
Thus I suspect after the success of this summer, V.O.C. will
be back next summer with a much harder climbing schedule and
with a successful trip I hope, to the Bugaboos. Concluding
this introduction is a list of peaks climbed in order of ele
vation and a small journal of the joys and woes of last sum
mer's climbs.
List of Peaks in the Rockies climbed by V.O.C."ers (only thos'
by active cabin members of last year are listed)
PEAK

ELEVATION

GRADE OF CLIMB

Assiniboine

11,870

3 to 4

Temple

11j636

2

Hungabee

11,457

Athabasca

11,452

Victoria middle

11,365

3

climbed twice

11,116

4

reached by traverse
from south peak

north
Ball
Stephen
Odaray
Niblock

3 to 4

REMARKS
easy when conditions
are ideal
easy long scree slope
not as hard as antici
pated
ice climb - used 4
routes

10,865
10,495

3 to 5

very long climb

2 to 3

stiff walk

10,165

2 to 3

9,764

2 to 3

nice view
route in guide book
impractical
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PEAK

ELEVATION

GRADE OF CLIMB

Strom

9,725

2 to 3

made interesting by new
snow

Pilot

9,650

2 to 3

extremely rotten rock

The Mitre

9,480

Ishbel

9,440

3

REMARKS

climbed twice
used route described
by D„ Fabian in 58
ACC Journal
B

2 to 3
Unnamed in
Amiskwi Valley

9,338

Terrapin

9,337

Kokanee Peak

9,100

Fairview

9,011

1st ascent
3

in Selkirk range
2 to 4
2

Louis

8,380

Yamnuska

7,500 approx.

tourist hike

1

not nearly as hard as
anticipated- rock good

3 to 4

nice warm-up climb for
the season

8,800

Edith

rock very loose

4
2 to 3

climbed by way of Grillmair chimneys as well as
by the Calgary route

PEAKS TRIED BUT SUMMIT NOT REACHED
Allen

10,860

4

took wrong shute and
consequently ran out
of time

Thompson

10,119

3

Hans Gmoser's route hit by blizzard

Bourgeau

9,615

1 to 2

ran out of time as

Eisenhower
(S.E. tower)

hit by lightning storm

9,030

4

used wrong route

Lorette

8,919

2 to 4

ran out of time

Custer

8,500

3 to 4

Glacier Nat. Park,U.S.A
- ran out of time

COLUMBIA ICEFIELD SKI TRIP, May 17-19 - Karl Ricker
As not all of the Rocky Mtn. section of the V.O.C, had ar-
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rived in Banff, my boss, Cliff Ward, had invited Carman Smith
and myself to a long week of skiing at the famous icefields.
Carman arrived at our place on Friday night and the object was
to ski at Bow Summit (pass) early Saturday and to meet an old
member V.O.C.'er Don Flook late that afternoon at the Ice
fields .
The snow at Bow Summit was quite good and by lunch time
Pat Duffy arrived on the scene. Later, after numerous good
runs, my boss, Carman and I departed for the Icefields on offi
cial government business - skiing. However, ill luck ran our
way as one of those Albertan clots decided to use our side of
the road for coming from the opposite direction. The result
was $700 to our government vehicle and $300 to the other.
While I hitched back to Banff (98 miles) for help, Carman and
my boss untangked the wreckage. Needless to say, we had supper
at Banff at midnight. Poor Flook, he had only his car, skiis
and sleeping bag at the Icefields and not an ounce of food.
Next Sunday morning. Carman and I set out to rescue Don but as
the snow looked inviting at Bow Summit we stopped for a few
runs. 01° Duffy was found again and we eventually left Bow
Summit at 4°.00 p.m. for the Icefields; once again misfortune
struck as I blew a tire 10 miles from the summit so we camped
at Waterfowl Lake for the night. To the amazement of the 2nd
class (Canadian) and 3rd class (American) tourist we set up a
camp with all our government equipment. The pay-off was the
V.O.C. 8-man tent for two of us. As Carman wasn't supposed to
be promoting he only made eyes at the blonde bombshell on one
side of our camp and only suggested inviting another sweet
young thing over for coffee. That night a kitchen shelter bull
session with two comical limy's and a Texan (southern drawll)
and Carman was a riot. On the Monday morn after being bounced
out of bed by the two Englishmen, we headed back to Bow Summit
for somewhat mungier skiing. Poor Flook - no food - no tent but he survived.
MT. LORETTE, Alt. 8919' - Don Lyon
Being determined not to let a Parks Board Forest Closure
spoil a good weekend, we skipped the boundaries and headed for
Carman's Jungle, otherwise known as Kananaskis Forest Experi
ment Station. Karl thought an empty canteen would be much
lighter than a full one, so carried it that way to the top.
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Well, anyhow, it rounded out his pack if nothing else, while
we dragged along behind seeing mirages of soda (?) bars and
fountains (Carman saw dancing girls). The climb was inter
esting to all, and we found it a good introduction to the
Rockies and rock climbing. After expecting to see cairns on
the next peak for some time, at 2:30 we realized that our
favorite hunting dog, Karl, had "pointed" an "interesting"
route which proved to be a mite long. Just the same, we re
turned home happily, each with his own contented glow of
satisfaction (it was sunburn) and a promise from the tooth
pick loggers to see us in Banff next weekend.
Party members: Karl Ricker, Don Lyon, Carman Smith,
John Leesing, and Bon McFarlane.
MT. EDITH, Alt. 8380' (first try) - Carman Smith
A very delightful trip indeed if one likes getting soaked
to the skin, when not climbing on the coast. Well, anyway, we
started out with Ricker saying, "Oh, it's going to clear up".
When we got to the tree line, Ricker was still saying it was
going to clear up. Well, it did, just long enough for us to
see what we were going to climb and a glimpse of Mt. Louis
across the valley. We started up - and a big event happened Ricker and myself cut the string around the new rope (nylon)
and christened it "the silver cord". We were going to call it
the gold cord because of the price but figured silver sounded
better. We climbed on in the rain until it turned to snow,
then we decided we had better turn around and somehow no one
complained. Later we found that the route we wanted was on the
west side of the mountain but somehow we ended up on the east
side which explains why so much rope work was needed for what
little we had done. The trip ended with a run back to the car
and tea (famous Rocky Mtn. drink) at Karl's place.
Party members: Karl Ricker, Carman Smith, Don Flook, Don
Lyon, Bon McFarlane, John Leesing.
MT. ISHBEL, Alt. 9440* - and that's high - Don Brown
Bright and not so early on Sunday morn June 8 the V.O.C.
Rocky Mtn. division - lefted Banff for a day's jaunt up Mt.
Ishbel. Those who precipitated in this foolishness were, in
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no special order, Carman (Jonesy) Smith, Don the Lyon, Karl
Ricker, Cliff Ward (Karl's boss), Sev Heiberg (pronounced "hayberg"), Bob (Mc or Mac) Farlane, Bruce (Ernie) Mason, and meself, at the end as usual. The route was up to the south sky
line ridge and then along the ridge to the summit. We hiked
until lunch and then ate. Wow! After lunch, we started climb
ing. Poor Carman forgot his sunglasses this time. Ishbel is
a very typical Rocky Mtn. mountain, in relation to the wonder
ful rock. The whole mountain was just a pile of second grade
"Rocky Mtn. Handholds". These handholds are very advantagious
in that the leader, rather than telling the next person where
the handhold is, he just passes it down. In this way each per
son in the party uses the same handholds as the leader. Any
way, we arrived at the summit, finally, late in afternoon. As
weather not so hot, we took hero pictures and left. Much thun
der and lightning on way down. While still on skyline, I was
pointing something out to Carman and there was a bzzing at the
end of me finger. Carman had hysterics. Then he pointed and
got a bzzing too. We got quite a charge at this. Weren't so
funny to Jonesy then. We galloped down the scree, thr-1 the
bush and into the cars and back to Banff. Arrived Banff 8:30
p.m. M.S.T. bushed and tired, butappy. Washed, ate, and went
beddibyes. Good night!
MT. EDITH, Alt. 8380' - Sheila Fenton
Sunday, June 15, was the day scheduled for the Mt. Edith
climb by the Rockies section of the summer V.O.C. This climb
was more or less a warm up for the ambitious climbing schedule.
About 9:00 a.m., after an hour wait for Carman Smith, who did
not show up, the group drove out to the spot chosen for a start
ing point. By the time everyone was assembled the group con
sisted of Patty Clarke (Stanford Alpine Club), Lib Daly, Sheila
Fenton, Pat Duffy, Don Brown, Karl Ricker, and Don Lyon. The
walk up to the actual mountain was pleasant and not at all dif
ficult, except for the interesting disappearance of the multi
creeks Pat Duffy guaranteed on the way up. About 300' below
the peak the group roped up with Duffy and Karl as first men.
The rest of the way to the peak was more or less a "walk-up"
but nevertheless, a good work-out. At the top we found two more
climbers, Dr. Phil Gribbon of U.B.C. and Barry Whyte. After
lunching at the top and signing the guest book the party return
ed to Banff and rounded out the day with dinner at Karl's apart
ment .
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A BAWL ON MOUNT BALL - Karl Ricker

A climb never to be forgotten as this was a trip of which
the future of the V.O.C.'s (Rocky Mtn, section) climbs and ac
tivities were based upon for the remainder of the summer as the
friends we met on this trip were probably to become our friends
for life. At any rate, Barry Nixon had climbed this peak be
fore and had highly recommended it for an early season climb.
Those participating were Sev Heiberg, Don Lyon, myself, and the
Kananasks match stick loggers - Carman Smith, Bob McFarlane and
"Ernie" Mason.
On Saturday afternoon all except Don Lyon shouldered heavy
loads at the junction of Redearth Creek and the new highway.
After a few inquisitive stares by. three girls and a boy in a
nearby parked car the nine mile uphill slug to the C.P.R. ca
bin (now Brewster) at Shadow Lake followed. The cabin was found
after two and one half hours but it was in a terribly messy con
dition. Sev organized a clean-up spree and by 8:00 p.m. supper
was finished and the same three girls and by this time two boys
arrived upon the scene. Shortly after Don Lyon arrived steam
ing up the route in two hours and thirteen minutes. However
Don wore his running shoes which were soon to be the source of
his next day's climbing pains. Little did we know at this time
that the girls Tanya Goddard, Mary McKinney, Barb Bolton and boys
Bill Tupper and Sigi Klein were to become our climbing companions
for the remainder of the summer. Songs from both groups pre
vailed until 10:00 p.m. when the straw mattresses and sleeping
bags took control of the situation for a short while.
However we didn't get to bed until Carman finished his ser
mon on segregation to the girls. Needless to say the boys slept
in two rooms while the girls held the fort in the other. I say
to bed for a short while as at 12:30 a.m. a porcupine invaded
the cabin and as he kept hiding in the corners with his tail re
volving like a propellor and it wasn't until 1:30 a.m. or so that
Don Lyon, by throwing cold water and brooms from the top of
tables and stoves, finally chased Mr. Porky out.
Three a.m. came only too soon as all V.O.C.'ers got up to
an early start. After crossing the Shadow Lake outlet to the
south side of the lake at 4:30 a.m. the route was the snow gully
line above the moraines beneath the east face of Mount Ball at
the south-west end (inlet stream) of Shadow Lake. The snow gul
ley was taken up to a col which let us gain the southwest ridge
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to the main summit. From the southwest col a beautiful view
of Mount Isabella and peaks in God's Country were enjoyed by
the resting party members. As this route is not described in
Thorington's 1953 edition of "Climber's Guide to the Canadian
Rockies" this is the reason for the careful elaboration of the
route. At any rate, the southwest ridge was bounded by a gi
gantic ice wall on the west and Shadow Lake on the east and
provided grade three to five climbing most of the way to the
summit. One fifty-foot pitch required a safety sling (my rope)
and a piton (Sev's rope) for the last man's protection in the
descent as the holds were small and sloping the wrong way. The
summit was reached by my rope at approximately noon with Sev's
rope fifteen minutes behind. From the top a marvelous view of
the Goodsirs, Mount Temple, Ten peaks of Moraine Lake, Mount
Stanley (climbed by Sev last year), Mt. Eisenhower (Castle Mt.)
and Mount Assiniboine was taken in. The cairn showed that the
peak was not climbed often, two or three times a year.
The descent was made by the same route (except we stayed
on the north side of Shadow Lake) but somewhat faster, as the
cabin was reached by 5.00 p.m.
As the day was quite hot, not one of us appreciated the
nine mile walk to the car; particularly Sev, as he had to drive
260 miles to Ralston, Alberta. The friendships made and the
peak climbed, proved to be quite excellent al Mt. Ball was cer
tainly the big opener of the haywire antics to follow of the
Rocky Mt. section of the V.O.C.
P.S. The girls from Queens U. (in white bucks) and their
two boy friends hiked 21 miles on the same Sunday to Healy
Creek and the new highway by way of Haiduk, Egypt, and the
Scarab Lakes.
WATERTON GIANT SLALOM, June 29-30 - Lib Daly
The Waterton trip proved to be somewhat like old home
week for V.O.C. All assembled, the party consisted of Sheila
Fenton, Carman Smith, Roger Lundgren, Karl Ricker, Stu Fall,
Don Lyon, Don Flook, Bob McFarlane, Pat Duffy and Lib Daly.
After a typical V.O.C. breakfast, which may consist of anything
from mush to macaroni and cheese, we all piled into Pat Duffy's
Volkswagen bus and practised driving along the road for the
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benefit of the National Film Board. It seems they were making
a "short" on the race and we were to be the characters. We
were taken by boat to the end of Cameron Lake and from there
climbed up to the snow (what there was of it). Bruno Ingler
set the course and it proved to be quite a course. One particu
lar gate had a large crevasse right in the middle of it which
made it particularly interesting to those who had mastered the
gelandesprung, and even more interesting for those who hadn't.
However the race was run without mishap with about 30 competi
tors. The results are as follows:
Men's A - Bill Stevens (Red Mountain
- Pat Duffy (Calgary)
Women's - Patty Clarke (S.A.C. )
- Sheila Fenton (V.O.C, )
In the Men's B class Roger came third while Don Flook and
Karl stumbled out of the race by missing gates (quite a few
for Karl at that). Those who didn't ski climbed instead. These
included Stu Fall, Don Lyon, and Bob McFarlane. Monday morning
we left after a very good weekend.
MT. CUSTER-SKYLINE RIDGE (alt. approx. 8500') - June 29, 1958
Don Lyon
While frolicking skiers were gelandesprunging from one
snow patch to another in the Waterton Park "Akamina Giant Sla
lom", Stu Fall, Bob McFarlane, and Don Lyon decided to leave
them to their folly and do some climbing. At Duffy's sugges
tion, we headed up towards Mt, Custer from the head of Cameron
Lake, Going up the hillside, we soon encountered cliff bands,
surmounted with crossed fingers (no, that's not a new type of
hold), and up an ever-steepening snow slope, crossing it to
the left and going up a short steep ridge to the skyline ridge.
Since dinner hour was Bearing, we quickly built a cairn, at the
same time wishing we had time to reach Custer and build it there.
We then followed the skyline ridge towards Forum Pk. an easy
walk (grade 1) until reaching the bottom of the saddle south of
Forum thence scrambling down an inconspicuous route to the
meadows. Here we thought McFarlane had become lost, only to
find out much later he had obtained a boat ride to camp. Mean
while we wondered if he had gotten stuck, and. with a small fire,
5

;
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waited at the lakehead for two hours. It seems the yacht
wasn't coming back for us as promised, so we bushwacked part
way back, when our Volga Boatman Ricker met us in a rowboat
and carted us off to camp.
MT, NIBLOCK (Elev. 9764'), June 30, 1958 - Don Brown
Everyone else having gone to Waterton, I was left alone
in Banff with the damn tourists. That Saturday night while at
Lake Louise, visiting, I ran across Albert Fivecents, who was
visiting an old flame. We decided to climb on Monday - our
day off. Albert came back to Banff with me that night after
he discovered he had set up Bud Stovel's tent on a bear trail.
Sunday night, having zipped to Louise, we set up the tent in
the campground, just like any other crawly tourist would. We
hit the bags about 2:00 a.m., just as it was starting to rain
and still undecided as to what we were going to climb on Mon
day. It rained, my God it rained. It seems that Albert didn't
set up the tent quite according to Hoyle. About an hour's time
and five minutes sleep after we had turned in, water, the wet
test ever, was finding its way into the tent, via many routes.
In an attempt to avoid the damn dampness we put our groundsheets over our sleeping bags. Now only the bottom bag side
got wetter. We squirmed, turned, and cursed till 7;00 a.m„,
when, staring each other in the baggy eyebones we said "To hell
with this nonsense" and threw our wet bags, wet tent, wet
groundsheets and wet etc.'s into the car and drove to the shel
ter 200 feet away. Here, to the disgust of the rest of the 3rd
class tourists we tried to dry our sleeping bags and clothes
around the community stove as we cooked (?) breakfast. After
our mush and burnt toast breakfast we threw our wet crud back
in the car and drove to Dear Lodge to continue breakfast. It
was still drizzling heavily. After an hour in Swindlenook, Di
Bailey's dive, we decided to take a trot up to Lake Agnes Tea
house, two miles from Louise, and if the weather broke continue
on to Mts. Whyte or Niblock. We left Dear Lodge at the very de
cent hour of 10:00 a.m. - arriving at Lake Agnes Teahouse just
before 11:00, soaked to the epidermouse. After an hour or so,
3 cups of tea, many B.T.U.'s, and much drier we decided to con
tinue towards Niblock as the weather seemed to be breaking for
the better. We went around the lake and up the heather, and
scree and snow slope to the north ridge of Niblock. It had now
stopped snowing and fogging, and was beginning to clear up, and
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down, and inside, as we reached the ridge. We had a little
trouble in a couple of spots where the snowy, wet, cold and
slippery rock made it difficult. From there we traversed be
neath the peak on top of the scree slope, under and about the
occasional dribbling-fall, to the top of the cirque between
Whyte and Niblock, From that very spot we scrabbled to the
summit. We ate - eer. The sun was shinning, bless it, so I
exposed a frame - my last one. And, on top of it all, there
weren't even a place to put your name and nasty comments, un
less you happed to be a sculptor. The triping back to Louise
was nice except for snow on rock and as consequence a sore
derriere. We had a bite to et at Swindlenook, and then later
that evening at Brewster's Greasy Spoon. We saw Karl and Don
who had returned the Bow Lake girls and were retreating to
Banff. (EPISODE I: K.R. yet to meet M.M.) Karl failed on the
first gate. Ha' We slept in the Roundhouse at Dear Lodge that
nite - DRY. Tuesday mourn I retreated to Banff and Albert to
Albert Canyon. How quaint!!
ROUTE:
Follow trail from L.L. Chateau to Lake Agnes Teahouse and
then follow trail on right of lake to about % mile from cliff
bands at bottom of cirque. Proceed to right, up heathered
slope bearing to the left until directly below east side of
cliff band around peak. Proceed now directly up to base of
cliff bands. Traverse at base of cliff bands until at edge of
Whyte-Niblock cirque. Proceed via skyline to summit.
MT. THOMPSON (Elev. 10,119'), July 12-13, 1958 - Karl Ricker
After a Saturday of rain, rain and more rain the illfated Mt. Thompson assault via the Hans Gmoser route arrived
at the Bow Lake Campground from 6:00 p.m. on. By seven o'
clock the skies were clearing so myself and two non-members,
Bill Tupper and Sigi Klein, decided to take a few ski runs at
the Bow Summit. Wow, what a run! All of five turns on a 150
foot long slope yet. However it required utmost caution as if
you miss one turn a free massage on the rocks was in order.
Meanwhile Bob McFarlane arrived at the campground to find no
one present. He assumed that everybody stayed at home due to
weather conditions and drove back to the Kananaskis Experi
mental Station. At 11:00 p.m. Don (Becher) Brown and car (Sun-
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days off now!) arrived with Sev Heiberg, Don the Lyon and the
keen hiker from Queen's University - Tanya Goddard. Just on
the side; she says she knows Ken Hunt quite well (Tsk, tsk Ken
- I thought you were a non bird-dogging fan). At any rate we
hit the sack only to awake too soon at 4:30 a,m. As usual our
peak was still in the fog but we decided to attempt it anyhow.
After "grueling" our way through breakfast with raisins we set
out with mixed spirits (not alcohol). Don Lyon built a bridge
to cross the Bow Glacier Creek and Sev promptly christened it
the "Lyon's Gate Bridge", Our route was along the base of the
east face to the northeast ridge which supposedly had a gulley
leading to said summit. However in the fog we missed our cliff
band and ended up looking at the Peyto Glacier with the summit
blocked by either a tough rock climb or a hanging glacier. Both
would have been interesting climbs, weather permitting but as
we were in the thick of a blizzard Sev ordered a retreat. Don
Lyon, Bill and Tanya decided that Peyto Glacier route would be
quicker while the rest of us retraced our steps. However, no
sooner had we got off the mountain but what happens - natural
ly, the skies clear up. While Sev hitch-hiked back to Banff,
Sigi, Brownie and myself went skiing at Bow Summit. Meanwhile
the Don Lyon crew decided a quick side trip to Caldron Lake
was in order as the weather had cleared on the Peyto glacier.
But on the way to Bow Summit they hit a major obstacle. The
Peyto glacier creek was almost uncrossable but after one and
one-half hours of searching they managed to ford the stream
(?). At 8:30 p.m. all Peyto Glacier climbers (not so quick at
that) were at Bow Summit. The weekend wound up with a supper
at 11:00 p.m. at Sigi's apartment consisting of all the left
overs of the weekend's food.
MT. ODARAY (Elev. 10,165'), July 19-20, 1958 - Bob McFarlane
Location:

Lake O'Hara, Yoho National Park, B.C.

On the weekend of July 19-20, nine people formed a group
which climbed Mt. Odaray. These were K. Ricker, D. Lyon, D.
Brown, R. McFarlane, U . B . C , three girls from Queen's Univer
sity, Tanya Goddard, Mary McKinney, and Barbara Bolton, and
W. Tupper from Toronto.
The climb involved a seven mile hike into Lake O'Hara from
Wapta Lake on the Lake Louise to Field Highway because of the
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National Parks regulations on the use of fire roads. The group
hiked to the ACC's huts Saturday evening and Sunday morning
(early) and established camp.
The group was split into three parties in accord with the
number of ropes. The two parties which contained girls and
three of the six ice axes climbed the mountain by the SW sky
line ridge from MacArthur Pass, while the other party started
from Odaray Plateau and via the SE ridge to Odaray Glacier,
across the glacier to the second col from the peak, up the col
and along the skyline ridge to the summit. All the parties
started from Schaeffer Pond on the MacArthur Pass trail at
8:40 a.m. The party that went by the snow route reached the
summit at 12°. 10 p.m. The other two parties along the skyline
route took until 2:15 p.m. to complete the climb.
For the trip down, the group was redivided into three
ropes with one girl on each rope. The girls were placed in
the middle positions on all ropes since they had no axes. The
descent began at 4:00 p.m. The last party got into base camp
at the ACC cabins at 7:00 p.m. After a brief supper and a
little tea at Grassy's hut (Lake O'Hara warden) the last leg
of the climb started at 8:45 p.m. All members of the group
were at Wapta Lake by 10:45 p.m.
Although the climb was quite enjoyable, it provided hard
ly any effort or test of one's climbing ability, as evidenced
by the well-worn path to the peak and the multitude of names
in the cairn vault. Actually, this statement is not wholly
truth because D, Lyons and Tanya Goddard both increased their
respective experiences in a certain other well known sport.
THE ATHABASCA STORY, Alt,11,452', July 26-27/58 - John Leesing
The Park Warden said, "None of your parties took the regu
lar route". This was his comment on a normal V.O.C. climb. I
say normal V.O.C. climb because the Banff section of the V.O.C.
specializes in being different from other climbing parties;
they are tired before they start.
Although this is an account of the ascent of Mt. Athabasca,
the story must begin earlier. Most of our climbers were not
in condition (for climbing mountains, that is), for several
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reasons. One important factor is that the social life in Banff
is par excellance as one "Bird Dog" Lyon can verify. Another
reason for this lack of condition is that L.C.B. and her nighthawk crew arrived in Banff several days previous to the climb.
They proceeded to monopolize the waking and normal sleeping
hours of the Banff and vicinity V.O.C. ers. Results - A very
tired crew before the climb started.
c

A base camp was established in the camping grounds near to
the Columbia Icefields, on Saturday night July 26. To this
camp at very unusual intervals came fifteen people.
9:45 p.m.
Sat. noon
1.30 a.m.

tt
9:30 p.m.

tt
•t
tt

Sev. Heiberg

"Get your hands off my food,
Ricker"

Karl Ricker

"Where is everyone? I m starved!

Don Lyon

"My car seems to have no oil
pressure."

Tanya Goddard

"Sigh"

Don Brown

"I godd a codd id my dodd"

F

Bob McFarlane

"Hi, Karl"

Carman Smith

"Pm

John Leesing

"Do I gotta climb up there?"

Mary McKinney

"I want to climb in saddle
shoes. "

Barb Bolton

"Sure hard to find you guys."

Tom Adams

"It sure is dark here."

1:30 a.m.

Bill Tupper

"It was a slow but nice trip."

12:30 a .m.

Siggi Klein

"But Mary, I want to use my
crampons myself."

11:30 p.m.

Sheila Fenton

"Is this the place?"

Lib Daly

"I own 1/185 of this tent and
I want to sleep."

12:30 a.m.

tt
tt

t«

tired."

At 4:00 a.m. on Sunday, the gang with the exception of
Lib Daly who did not climb, moved toward the mountain in the
luxury of automobiles. After several attempts, the right road
was located and the hard work began. A route along the right
hand moraine was followed by everyone but Sev who thought some-
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one had said left. Steps were chopped in the initial ice front
after a fast 1000' ascent along the lateral moraine and scree
slopes. Sev took his party a slightly different way than the
other three parties took and although last to start on the ice
they were the first to reach the top. Besides, Sev had to
leave early.
The climb to the main ice fall was fairly easy with only
the occasional open crevasse to cross. At the bottom of the
steep pitch, the four ropes split, each one taking a different
route; none of which were easy. Don Lyon spent a couple of
hours hacking his way up an ice crack flowing with water. Karl
spent a few anxious moments on a steep slope covered with loose
snow but managed it with no accidents. Sev chopped his way up
an almost vertical ice wall and was followed by the fourth
party. When Sev was cutting those steps it was like being in
a hailstorm of ice cubes. Once all our brave heroes had sur
mounted their various, self-appointed obstacles the climb to
the top was strenuous but relatively uncomplicated.
All parties reached the peak although at widely dispersed
intervals. A picture of Sev doing a handstand in crampons was
taken at the summit. The trip down was made the conventional
and easy way up by all but Karl's party. Karl chose to spend
two hours hewing his way down the same ice fall that Don Lyon
ascended. Reports are that Tanya Goddard, the girl on his
rope, has not stopped shaking yet.
Down in the base camp, all was utter confusion for several
hours before everyone left in their respective directions. Don
Lyon locked all the food in his car so as to insure there being
some left when he arrived, Don Brown was so tired he did not
even get out of his car. He only spent twelve and one half
hours on the mountain. No reason to be tired. One Tanya God
dard was last seen dead asleep, being deposited tenderly in the
front of Lyon's car. Lib Daly, green from pipe smoking, waved
gaily from Carman Smith's truck as she and Sheila Fenton left
for Jasper. The rest of the party happy, tired, and probably
hungry turned southward for a much deserved rest; even Lyon's
car which turned over.
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MT. VICTORIA (Elev. 11,365') Aug.2-3 - Don Brown
Being a usual V.O.C. (Banff Section) climb, all those go
ing could not leave at the same time. Four of us who were for
tunate enough to have Saturday afternoon off, left Banff Satur
day afternoon for Lake Louise by Volkswagen. On the Volkswagen
happened to be three pairs of skis (snow skis) belonging to
Karl, Tom Adams, and meself, all of whom were in the car? with
Bill Tupper our fourth, and umpteen packs, boots, etc. It was
cozy, even with four males. Upon arriving at Lake Louise we
departed immediately for the Plain of Six Glaciers Teahouse and
Victoria Glacier, skis on shoulder. It was hot, damn hot. We
perspired and sweat too. When we arrived at the Teahouse Bill
decided to sunbathe while the rest of three of us slogged up to
the glacier with our skis. Upon reaching the ice I concluded
that I, too, should have sunbathed. Karl and Tom played slalom
amongst the rocks while I watched. I weren't inspired. We
ditched our skis just below the glacier for use next weekend
which was the Lake Louise Giant Rock Slalom weekend. We return
ed to the Teahouse, to Bill, and to a couple of cups of tea as
we waited for the later contingent. At 7.40 p.m. our patience
tanks ran dry, and we decided to left for Abbott Pass without
them. Bill having gone up with another party, wee three de
parted. About 15 minutes from the Teahouse and "WEEHAAWKINN"
the other five arrived at the Teahouse. We answered in selfdefence and continued, expecting them's what were behind were
coming. After an hours jumping of crevasses at the bottom of
Abbott Glacier we retreated and advanced onto the main glacier
and headed towards the Pass and hut; as the daylight slunk
slowly beyond, Both bergschrunds were well bridged and we
d u m b the whole way without crampons, following the trail of
the previous party. Tom and I arrived at the stone hut some
what after Karl, hungry and pooped. We ate, etc., and there
was still no sign of the lagging five, so we tucked ourselves,
one by one, between many H.B.C= blankets, on mattresses, on
springs, on bunks; and that's the way we camp out at 9500 ft.
- real hardrocks. Not so early in the tnorning, we arose and
after counting noses we concluded that there was still only
four of us. It seems as we heared later, that they, Don Lyon,
Sev Heiberg, Bob McFarlane, Ernie (the weatherman) and Sigi,
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had followed a goat trail until there was no trail and then
turned back.
Breakfast consisted of raw mush (Karl's instant cook-for15 min-at-least special) and prunes. Tom devoured the ?? by
adding sugar and liquid jello, Karl by adding sugar and tea,
Bill by adding sugar, tea and liguid jello, and I by adding
courage and sugar, and being thankful that there were no rais
ins in it, bravely shut my eyes and pulled it in
I then took
some prunes on the side - just in case. We left the hut about
seven, with heavy stomachs, Karl and I on the first rope, Tom
and Bill on the second. At this point there was considerable
cloud in the sky and around and about distant peaks. We scram
bled up two rock buttresses in jolly fine time. At the top of
the second buttress we sat bravely under an overhang to wait
out a sprinkle. We continued a few ticks of the odd tock ar
rived at the South Peak of Victoria. Here we lost rope #2,
but seeing there was no place to get lost, Bill and Tom turned
back and Karl and I continued. About an hour after we left
rope #2 we were on the summit of Victoria. The climb had been
relatively easy and Sir Karlmond Rickhillary was quite dis
appointed in it. After taking each other's hero pictures we
sat down for some eatems. From here we had the best view of
Sunny Alberta's cloud and fog. Just as we were finishing our
first mouthful of Karl's crude mountain mix I heard BZZZ from
Karl, who was just a little above me. He ducked but still
BZZZ - 'twas on top of my head dis time. I ducked. BZZZ still
but now it was from the cairn - the whole cairn was vibrating.
We threw our pack and ice axes away from us. We was scared.
I was as scared as I have ever been in my life. We had seen
the lightning storm earlier a number of miles away but now it
appeared to be right on top of us. ZAAP-RMBOOM, What was
said in the next few seconds would not suit a narrative of
this calibre (simplest decent translation - that was toooo
daammn c-close). We grabbed our axes and pack and crawled as
fast as possible and low as possible. Ahead of us two hours
of knife-edge skyline ridge. We went on all fours until we
came to a low where we rested and stated some now never-should
be-remembered comments. It started to snow and blow. We con
tinued staying low and moving quickly. On the second knifeedge snow ridge, we were crossing slowly together when I heard
a BZZZZ and Karl holler. Karl tore off the pack, lay flat on
the snow, and then I did the same just as ZAAAPP over our eds
9
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An instant after that we were running across the snow ridge to
the rock, Karl dragging his pack behind him. We then squelched
under an overhang and shooked. It seems that Karl got a charge
from the crampons in the pack. As we satted under the rock,
another flash zapped over our two wee bodies and hit Mt, Lefroy
on the other side of Abbott Pass. From here we had to go up
and over the South Peak - a thought that didn't overly please
me. I was prepared to sit it out in the blizzard until the damn
Gods weren't angry no more. Karl didn't think the rocks were
quite soft enough to spend the night on and also that the rock
was becoming snow covered and slippery; he felt that the sooner
we left the better. The winter 'tis to be long and cold, with
much snow, and there weren't a stitch of firewood there, so we
departed. As we reached the South Peak the Gods repented and
turned their sprinklers off. We arrived at the hut at tea time
and had co-co-co while we dried ourselves. It seems Tom and
Bill got quite a charge that day. Later and drier we left the
hut, glissaded down the glacier, teaed at the Teahouse, dinnered
at Swindlenook, crambed into the Volkswagen, and drived to Banff,
This weekend will be well remembered by four Rocky Mt. Rockheads
as a "ZAP ZAP-YOU'RE STERILE " weekend.
Quote. Green Coat, Ohio University, via Tom Adams.
ROUTE, as observed on a typical Sunny Alberta day, Vancouver
to Banff via detours and Trans Canada. Turn from whence you came
at Banff and travel back to Eisenhower junction via Trans Canada
(no driving on shoulder). Here one ignores detour and travels
through a recently broken hole in fence to the new highway to
Lake Louise. Then, skillfully avoiding barrackades at the other
end. one arrives in Lake Louise five minutes ahead of what he
would have, had he taken the detour - old highway. Here one re
moves himself from the car via either one of the front doors (in
Volkswagens the back doors don t open too well). From here with
all necessary regalia one foots it to the Plain of Six Glaciers
Teahouse, where one, if one is not Karl, rests. From here one
follows trail to glacier and gets onto glacier above crevasses,
if one"is observant, if not allow one hour among crevasses. Dur
ing this hour one gets thoroughly discusted trying to make head
way and turns back to trail on moraine and follows same until
above glacier, then returns to glacier. (Episode II: K.R. shows
interest in M.M. Episode III following). At this time, all be
ing according to Hoyle, darkness should set in. From here one
follows the tracks in the snow of the party before to Abbott Pass
c
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hut. If no previous party, one must follow one's own steps.
If one is doing the latter, one would be advised not to follow
his footsteps into a bergschrund, as they are, so I'm told,
over 30 feet deep. Having arrived at the hut one grabs forty
large winks and leaves the next morn for the peak. From hut one
follows trail to HOO HOO, fifty yds. away. Here one leaves trail
quickly and scales two rock buttresses at the top of which one is
on the Victoria Ridge. From this point to South Middle, North,
etc., peaks of Victoria one follows the skyline. If one is of
superior intelligence one remains on rock - except where glacier
and snow covers same. Upon reaching summit one sits comfortably,
waiting for lightning storm. All going well, one returns from
whence he came, by route he came. To Plain of Six Glaciers Tea
house, to Lake Louise, to Eisenhower Junction, to Banff, to Cal
gary, to Glacier National Park, to Spokane, to Seattle, to Van
couver, and then to study!?
MT. YAMNUSKA (Elev. unknown) Aug.3, 1958 - Don Lyon
Party members: Ernie Mason, Bob McFarlane, Carman Smith,
Sigi Klein, and Don Lyon.
Being red-blooded Canadian Boys (still growing) our first
consideration upon reaching Lake Louise was to have supper. From
there we trod up to the Plain of Six Glaciers, arriving just be
fore dusk. Shortly after Carman brought up the rear. He turned
back there, complaining he had a sore neck (he wouldn't admit it
was from watching girls go by). Led on by our trusty Scout and
Guide "Davy Crockett" Heiberg, we headed for Abbott Pass. Grop
ing our way through the twilight (1 hour past) we went towards
the cliffs and soon found ourselves under the hanging glacier
and above the cliffs to Abbott Pass,
About this time we figured the reason Heiberg was known as a
Trusty Guide was because he was a prison "trusty". Anyhow, we de
cided to sleep in Banff that night. Early next morning about
9:00 a.m. we got up, ate, and headed for Yamnuska. Sev Heiberg
drew pretty pictures of the route, pointed us towards the moun
tain and departed for his long drive home. Everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the climb, especially the tremendous Grillmair Chimneys.
Everytime we went back in the chimney where it was dark, Carman
kept wishing there were girls along. Poor Sigi! After many
tricky maneuvers, crawling, through holes, etc., we emerged on
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top. It wasn't until Monday we found what part of our diffi
culty had been. It seems we had 3 on an 80 foot rope and
therefore could not belay any farther than handshaking distance.
LAKE LOUISE DOWNHILL. Aug. 10, 1958 - Karl Ricker
After eventually getting together at the Moraine Lake
campground late Saturday evening, Sunday's plans were hashed
out. As the snow was quite "rocky", only Karl, Don Brown and
Tom Adams chose to go skiing. Don Lyon, Tanya Goddard, Barb
Bolton, Glenda Morris, Mary McKinney and Bill Tupper elected
to do Mt. Temple. Carman, John Leesing and Bob McFarlane of
the Kananaskis crew and Sheila Fenton and Lib Daly of the Bow
Lake crew spent a lazy day driving (?) about the countryside.
Getting back to the Giant Slalom, since the course was
coarse, it was changed to a straight slalom as the snow level
was much lower than usual. This slalom set by Pat Duffy was a
very unique one as one not only had to ski between the slalom
poles but also the rocks on the snow which lay between the
gates. The amount of base being carved off was not too great,
but the amount of skin being scraped off was greater. Despite
Tom's and Karl's urging Brownie to race, he refused to take
part in such "utter nonsense". However Pat Duffy naled Don
as starter so "how's about that?"
After much talk about the tough course set, Duffy opened
in 27.3 seconds. However, Pat Duffy's girlfriend, Pat Clarke
would have no part in such tom-foolery, and won the girls in
32.4 seconds. Tom Adams had the same time as Pat Clarke's, to
come 5th in the Men's A. Karl made the first standing run in
a slalom course in his career as he loafed through in 39.1
(6th place in B Men's). Roger Lundgren finished out V.O.C.'s
showing with a bad fall. The A Class winner did it in 27.0
while the B Class winner did it in 27.1. (I hope that's the
last time he runs B Class). Although our showings weren't bad,
a good time prevailed. The day finished out with 3-6 rounds
of tea (depending on who stole the extra hot water) at the tea
house before our 3^ mile trek to the Chateau Lake Louise amidst
eye-popping tourists. The day wound up with Don Brown's clas
sic statement, "Unless you can speak German you are lost in the
mountains around here." (over two-thirds of the speakers "Sprechen ins Deutsch"). Der Tag war sehr schon.
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MT. TEMPLE (El.11,636°) (or, Oh how I love to climb up scree)
August 9-10 - Don Lyon
Just to make things cosier, those entering the Lake Louise
Giant Slalom and those doing Temple camped together at Moraine
Lake. Sheila and Lib arrived at 11:30 escorted by Carman, Bob,
and John. They had been to the Opera trying desperately to
gain some CBC-type culture. Carman admitted it wasn't too good,
but wouldn't say where he had focused his attention when not
interested in the opera.
Sunday, Carman accompanied Sheila, Lib, Bob and John on a
day-long car trip as a chaperone, I suppose. At least he was
experienced and knew what to watch for.
After the climbers reached the base of Larch Valley, they
divided into two groups, with Tanya, Mary, Barb, and Bill going
up the escalator by Sentinel Pass, While Glenda Morris and Don
#1 (Lyon) took the Scenic Route up the direct ridge from Mor
aine. The trip proved long, hot and dry. So hot, in fact, that
Tanya decided to play polar bear and took a dip in the lake.
Poor Bill, having to chip all that ice off her, and with only a
j acknife!
The Scenic Route proved so scenic, with its many small
faces, that we eventually traversed to the normal route and
quickly scrambled for the top. It was a beautifully clear day
and Bill was playing peeping-tom through his binoculars on rac
ers it Plain of Six, Scree - running quickly to Sentinel Pass,
we stumbled down Paradise Valley towards the road. After the
long walking behind us, we somehow missed the "Paradise" and
said nasty things to the Parks for the lack of trail markers it seems everybody took the wrong trail, but arrived out OK
just the same. The Road was reached at dusk, where Karl was
found waiting for us and passing the time making eyes with
Brownie and Tom Adams at Di Bailey.
After piling the cars high with gear, people, and souve
nirs (Brownie found a Sasqwench), we headed for Banff, a short
night's sleep and an early rise for work the next a m .
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MT. LOUIS (El. 8800 ) Aug.i6, 1958 - R. McFarlane
Mt. Louis is an outrider of the Sawback Mountain Range
which runs Nw from Banff. Geologically it is of Devonian Age,
structurally it is a blunted spike made up of vertical, rotten
dolomite strata. According the the Dept. of Health, Mt. Louis
is out of bounds to climbers since it is in the Banff watershed,
but this only adds to the reason for climbing it.
Because of Ricker's job we did not start the climb until
12 o'clock one hot and dry Saturday afternoon. During the
drive out from Banff it was discovered that neither of us had
a watch. However we decided to continue with the climb despite
this inconvenience since Karl had been told that the climb could
be done - rush job style - in an afternoon. After a hot and dry
three or four mile hike from the Trans-Canada Highway we reached
the starting point for the prescribed route up Louis (directly
below the peak on the east facing side of the mountain) E . S T ,
of S.C. 1:45 p.m. The route which we took consisted of a tough
little pitch at the start and a rock scramble with one small
overhang to approximately halfway up the east side to a point
directly below the peak under the vertical east face. Then we
traversed to the SE shoulder from which we dropped down a short
chimney and traversed the south side in a diagonal fashion to
about the quarter way mark on the south side of the mountain
where we started up a wide chimney to about three-quarters the
way to the summit; the last leg of the ascent (200-300 ft.) was
up a narrow chimney which was partially filled with rubble mak
ing a very convenient coal shute up which we could almost walk
in places. Actually, the chimney was much too narrow for easy
and proper working, however, it was the fastest way up. Reach
ing the top, we stopped only long enough for a few hero pic
tures, a short rest, and a look at the cairn register (we miss
ed the main cairn bottle) which consisted of one apple juice
can label bearing the names of a young ACC member and two of
his friends and their most pertinent thoughts at the zenith of
their climb (Alpine Club cabin girls). (ESTA at the peak 5:30
p.m.) On the route down we ran across four pitons, three of
which we salvaged and the fourth which we left in and used to
rapel off the last pitch of the mountain. After getting off
the mountain at about 8:30 p.m. we had a nice moonlight (there
was no moon so we used flashlight) walk back to the highway.
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THE MT. ALLEN STORY (El.10,830') Aug.16-17, 1958- John Leesing
(A fabulously frightful fiasco fraught with feelingly fab
ricated fears).,...John Leesing.
I had been asleep, but now I lay rigid and trembling. The
creature moved closer and closer. I could hear the clacking of
its teeth and the rustling of its movements as its quivering
muscles drove it relentlessly towards me. I braced myself for
the shock of its embrace. Finally it came. Ahhh??? I sure felt
warmer with Tanya snuggled up against my cold back.
The events preceding and following the previous chapters
harrowing tale are long and strenuous so I shall cut them as
short as possible. Shortly after 7:00 a.m. on Sunday, August
17th, two ropes left Moraine Lake campground bound for Mt.Allen
Don Lyon, Tanya Goddard, and John Leesing comprised one rope;
while Tom Adams, Don Brown and Bruce (Ernie) Mason were in the
second rope. A third rope consisting of the speedy trio Karl
Ricker, Mary McKinney (whom Karl seems to favour whether
climbing, golfing or what) and Bob "Barf" McFarlane left an
hour later. Carman Smith (everybody knows Carman Smith) was vi
olently ill from eating green apples requisitioned from Di
Bailey the night before and was left behind.
Approximately 1% hours later the first two parties were
starting up the snow chute with a glacier as their initial ob
jective. Incidentally this was the first time this route had
been used to climb Mt. Allen mainly because we had the wrong
chute, From this glacier Mt. Allen could be reached by a long
but easy climb. A brisk wind, however, was blowing loose talus
off of the mountain which made the chute a very dangerous place
Don Lyon led his party to the mountain hording the left of the
chute immediately and proceeded to surmount this obstacle with
great difficulty. The 2nd rope, and the 3rd rope which had now
caught up, went up the snow chute a short distance further be
fore they too were forced to climb rock instead of ice.
Don Lyon's party climbed and climbed and climbed. Then
they had time out for some mountain mix and climbed some more.
They stopped occasionally to look at the spectacular scenery?
Here is how to obtain the same effect. Stand before a black
board. You know one of the old-fashioned black ones. Raise
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right hand to limit of reach and bend fingers into talon-like
form. Place heel of left hand against chalk rail. Now, with
nose pressed firmly against blackboard, push mightily with left
hand and claw frantically with right, making sure to furrow
blackboard with fingernails. If you become bored with scenery,
switch hand positions. Somewhere about half-way up the black
board we invented a new type of hold - a teeth hold.
At 8:00 o'clock in the evening, after 13 hours of strenu
ous exercise, the first and second ropes joined each other at
the primary objective — the top of the snow chute. Karl Rick
er and his rope had gone ahead some two hours earlier. No
thought of attempting to climb Mt. Allen was anyone's mind at
that time.
Dusk was rapidly turning into darkness as the two ropes
(6 people) hurried across the glacier headed towards Marble
Canyon. Night was well upon us as we reached the nearest mor
aine. At approximately 10:30 the topography steepened consid
erably and our carrot-chewing scout went ahead to explore. His
report was —#_»_»o! Evidently he saw what appeared to be a
300 foot cliff stretching in all directions. We were stuck.
After much discussion and some mumbled blasphemies, it was de
cided we should remain where we were for the night.
Joyously we prepared for our novel experience. The pre
parations were simple. (1) Lie down; (2) if uncomfortable, sit
up and throw away offending rock. Many rocks were thrown away,
At first everyone tried to create their own little haven
of warmth. Slowly, as the night grew colder, everyone gravi
tated into a common huddle. Tanya was the first to start the
accumulation of bodies. Apparently Don Lyon's valiant attempt
to keep her warm and content was not enough on a bitterly cold
night such as that. By 4:45 a.m., when we arose all members
of the party were interwoven like a ball of fish worms at the
bottom of a can. We were all pretty cold even at that with
the exception of Ernie who said he kept warm by sleeping with
his head in a rucksack.
Even though very chilly we were not disheartened. No, sir;
not us!! We did things to amuse ourselves. Tom Adams and Er
nie were holding a shivering contest in the far corner.
Don
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Brown gave us a display of callisthenics every hour or so,
Tanya and Lyon gave us a melodious duet; he snored and her
teeth chattered.
With the dawn came stiff muscles as we wearily wended
our way down the cliff. Actually it was not 300 feet at all
just slightly over 200. A quick breakfast of mountain mix at
the A.C.C.'s Fay Hut gave us enough strength for the 8 mile
slog down to Marble Canyon.
Three miles
Warden riding an
was persuaded to
wishes. She was
back ride.

short of Marble Canyon we were met by a Park
immense horse appropriately named Tiny. Tanya
mount this monstrous horse much against her
afterwards very thrilled by her first horse

Because of our overnight delay (we didn't get down until
10:00 a.m. on Monday), Karl had instituted a search for us by
the Park Wardens, We think that the long hours Karl spent
(spends) with Mary must have unduly excited him. For the un
necessary work on the part of the Wardens we are sorry and
hope that they enjoyed the climb as much as we did. We later
found out that the Wardens also had to spend the night on the
mountain. They, however, had the comfort of the A.C.C.'s Fay
Hut, Because the Wardens had difficulty finding the down
trail, a crew was sent out to improve the existing trail. Thus
some good came out of our overnight sojourn - a better trail.
Although we were very tired and sleepy we all enjoyed the
outing very much. In fact I think everyone will agree that
the most miserable part of the whole trip was trying to hitch
hike home before Bob and Karl came to our rescue.
P.S,

We wonder how Don Brown and Tom Adams made out. They
were last seen riding off in a luxurious automobile with
two attractive females who had ignored the rest of us to pick
them up.

P.P.S. Karl, Bob and Mary also slept out for the night 25
minutes from the highway as they lost the trail in the
dark.
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FIRST ASCENT OF AN UNNAMED PEAK IN THE AMISKWO VALLEY OF YOHO
NATIONAL PARK (El.9338') Aug.24/58 - Carman Smith6 Karl Ricker
The meeting time was 2:30 p.m. at Karl's on Saturday,
August 23rd. John, Bob and myself arrived to find Lyon waiting
patiently. We decided to go up to the Banff Springs Hotel be
cause this was the most likely place to find Karl. When we got
there Karl was out on the golf course. We waited 2 hours for
his return. He finally appeared on the scene with his caddy.
Karl was very put out because someone had asked him to move off
the fairway as Karl was interrupting his game.
Karl then informed us that Duffy was swimming and we were
not going to leave until 4:30 a.m. Sunday. This was fine, Karl
said goodbye to his caddie as she had to return to work. After
supper, show etc., we all returned to Lyon's bunk-house and
made ourselves comfortable for the night. So after a luxurious
breakfast we left Banff 15% hours late.
Thanks Carman. There are two peaks in the Amiskwi Valley
which can be seen quite prominently from the Trans-Canada High
way on the west side of the valley. The peaks in this part of
Yoho National Park are seldom climbed and these two were not
ascended at all as of June 1957. As to pinpoint their locality
they are just southeast of Otto Pass (6960') between Split and
Otto Creeks of the Van H o m e Range. In June 1957, Pat Duffy
and Walt Hens on climbed the lower of the two not knowing they
were on a first ascent. For a further account of this trip I
will refer you to the 1958 Canadian Alpine Journal. Later in
the summer of 1957, Pat Duffy, Sev Heiberg, Pat Clarke and a
Russian friend of Sev's attempted the other peak; but, due to
weather and time they stopped about 1000' in vertical distance
from the summit. Thus when VoO.C, arrived in the Rockies for
the 1958 season the stage was set for our attempt. Duffy agreed
to lead the trip but he wanted no more than six climbers in to
tal as the rock was found to be quite loose in 1957. It was my
job to select the other four to go and it was quite a job, I
didn't know what to do until Don Brown and Tom Adams chose to
try Mt. Hungabee that weekend (report following) while Sev was
out of town. Barry Nixon and Bruce Mason couldn't get the time
off, and Sigi Klein chose to spend a day sailing on Lake Windemere. Thus the eliminations were done for me and I felt a lot
better for the situation.
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After leaving Banff at 6:00 a.m. we arrived at the Amiskwi
Valley logging camp at 8:00 a.m.; we parked the cars almost di
rectly below our peaks and after a few minutes of packing up our
packs we were all set to go - all except Carman that is, as he
was going somewhere else. Pat Duffy led the group made up of
John Leesing, Bob (Barf) McFarlane, Jonesy, Don #1 and myself.
The route was through some good old B.C. bush to a ridge of
some 7100' elevation at its crest. This ridge is all heather
at the top and the party relaxed upon it after the 1500' verti
cal foot bushwork. At this stage of the game the language indi
cated that there were no females within miles. As this ridge lay
at the base of the two peaks, it was just a matter of dropping
down a hundred feet and crossing a giant scree slope to the base
of the skyline ridge of which our two peaks were situated. The
ridge looked steep but, once we were on it the going was excel
lent; the route was to the skyline ridge (8100') and it provided
1000 vertical feet of excellent unroped rock climbing (grade
minus 3 ) . The rock was so sound for Rocky Mountain crude that
1000 feet of exposure didn't even bother Jonesy. The holds were
of the jug-handle type which made us feel that a rope was not
necessary.
Once on the skyline ridge we were almost at the base of
our peak. The peak was still 1100 feet higher than us but the
routes were many and not difficult. Duffy chose to cross a gi
gantic scree slope to the base of a couloir which separated the
three minor peaks of our mountain. At the time we weren't sure
which would be higher but our main thoughts were focused on one
desert of steep scree which we had to traverse to reach the
couloir. In this ridge the peak of Duffy's last year first as
cent lay just to the southeast of us while ours and the scree
slope were to the northwest. The rest of the climb proved to
be one long grade minus three unroped climb to the summit. The
peak to the left of the couloir proved to be the highest. Thus
nobody won the bet as to which was the highest as all thought
the peak on the right or a pinnacle at the top of the couloir
to be the highest. The route up the first part of the couloir
was marked with stonemen. We were quite happy to see our sum
mit at 1:00 p.m. untouched by previous hands. The day was quite
clear and the views of the President Range, Ottertail Range and
the Purcells were excellent. Mt. Hungabee stuck out like a sore
thumb and thoughts about Brownie and Tom came to our mind. The
Bugaboos could be seen in the west while the gigantic Goodsirs
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bore out their perpendicular towers. After building a cairn,
signing a register we had fashioned out of Carman's dubbin can,
snapping pictures of the bums, and noting the ripple marks on
the old shallow sea rocks we left for the cars. The route
up was the same route down and at 5:00 p.m. all were back at
the cars, tired but happy. The climb was a good Sunday's ef
fort but the thought of all the equipment we took in case it
proved to be a 'hairy climb was in vain. The day rounded out
with our favorite drink (TEA - Leesing had at least six cups)
at my place.
5

PcS.

The result of my tiredness, Jonesy, on the rock climb
was due to all the hardware, 4 lunches and cameras
which seem to have drifted into my pack earlier in the
day and not to bird-dogging the night before. I hereby
certify that I went to bed at 10:30 the night before and
spent the first part of the evening at the show with an
all-male party.

P.P.S. I can't help it if your women had to work, Ricker.
THANKS JONES!.'
MT. HUNGABEE, August 24, 1958 - Don Brown
Being scorned by Sir Patmond Duffhillary and the Tiger of
the Snowpatches Rickenzing, who were planning with some other
unvirtuous sherpas to attempt a first descent, Tom Adams decid
ed that he and me were climbing Hungabee that weekend. I had
the car, he the ambition - we made a good pair.
We left Banff Saturday aft. and drove to Wapta Lake. That
evening we slogged in to Lake O'Hara and had a cup of tea with
the Grassie warden. He gave us directions as to getting to
Opabin Valley. We left all teaed-up and arrived at Opabin Val
ley a little over an hour later, where we set up camp, ate some
bread and hit the bag. We planned to be up at 3 and away at 4.
At 6:30 Tom waked me. He said he had been awake earlier and
that the peaks were all acloud, so he went back to sleep. That's
quite possible! After a breakfast of cooked mush, summer sau
sage, cheese, and tea, we left.
We zipped (actually walked - but zipped sounds more ad-
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venturous) up to Opabin Peak (just above the Pass), over some
moraine, the Opabin Glacier, and damnitall scree, in aboot an
hour. Here we left our ice axes as there was none more snow
or ice to the summit, From here we dropped slightly before
the actual ascent began. We climbed steadily about 2^ hours
having no difficulties at all. The grade was quite steep but
the rock was mostly solid (quartzite) - for a change. Here
we roped up as the grade was increasing and we suspected that
belays would be needed shortly. A few minutes later we en
tered the first chimney, where a belay was necessary. One
further chimney put us out on the north arete (you know) of
Hungabee, with a beautovely vue. Here we had a bit of a bite
or a bite of a bit, how air suits yer fancy, and shot some
snaps. We now deviated from the guide book route and dropped
slightly to the top of a short scree slope and traversed till
we seen a good looking sootless chimney. We d u m b up this
and another of the same, using belays for safety. At the top
of the second chimney we were almost on the sharp end of the
rock pile. In about 15 minutes were were standing, with in
flated chests and deflated bellies, beside the cairn; having
been away from camp five hours. We ate, pictured and marked
the hero book while all with-all we sunbasked. View tremen
dous, To the west looking into Bennett's Country (known to
most as B.C.) it was as clear as a psychology lecture, while
looking east into Mannings Money-making Mess it was nice and
cleary. (Episode III K.R. and M.M, wow the end)
While eating lunch we had a visitor ~ a housefly-without
a-house. Why a housefly-without-a-house would ever want to
flap to the top of a 11,457' pile of sedimentary rock, I'll
never know, I mean a housefly-with-a-house does stupid things
but this was the most stupidess. Mind you, I suppose it would
be easier to fly up Hungabee than climb, because, come to think
of it the housefly-without-a-house weren't even tired. We fed
it (he or she - how tell? no know) well as it seem rather hun
gry. So the three of us - Tom, the fly, and I sat and ate maybe the housefly-without-a-house was standing, not too sure.
After finishing the cairn formalities we bid a good-bye tone,
with a tear in our eye-bone; to the little housefly, with no
house nearby, and began our descent,
We followed the same route as we had ascended- only back
wards. We used a few more belays on the descent as it was con-
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the forerunners of the V.O.C.'s Labour Day Assiniboine Park
hike and "spoons" fest were already ensconced safely by Mt.
Assiniboine. Dave Kennedy, Bill Tupper and Ken Shimizoo made
the trip early on Friday morning.
The main body of the contingent fathered at the Spray
Lakes early on Saturday afternoon. The following eight hardy
souls were ready, willing, and barely able to begin the 13
mile trek to Assiniboine:
Karl "Cowboy" Ricker
"Lightning" Mary McKinney
"Silent" Al Hardy
Don "The Cuddler" Lyon
Bob "Barf" McFarlane
Tanya "The Talker" Goddard
John "Rubber Pants" Leesing
Barb "Fingernails" Boulton - girl adventuress
Because we were going for 3 days an enormous assemblage of
food was apportioned out among the members of the party. Even
though the boys all had very heavy packs, the girls did not get
off lightly, Tanya was very disconcerted to find that she had
carried 2 horseshoes all the 13 miles to the campground. Anywho would do a trick like that is a real stinker and we can
understand why she was annoyed.
Besides, 13 miles in 5 hours does not leave anyone in a
particularly good frame of mind. We chose a campground close
to the A.C.C, s cabins. The tents were quickly pitched and
supper was started. STEAKS!! I didn't hear any complaints
about the food that night as everyone stood shivering around
the campfire, and wolfed down that delicious morsel of meat,
Sure was good!!
9

Due to the cold, damp weather and our tiring pack in, we
were not long out of bed. By 9:30 we were nine strong (ex
tremely strong—phew?!) in the V.O.C. tent. Dave had joined
us while Bill and Ken had pitched their own tent. Before we
could properly settle down the remaining members of our safari
arrived. They were three: Ken Baker, Don "Orange Tongue" Brown
and "Handsome" Tom Adams. They had made excellent time up the
trail. Mainly because of the reviving cup of tea at the Bryant
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siderable more difficult descending. We took a longer time on
the descent that we had on the ascent, arriving back at camp
just before six.
At camp there was a "Hello, we were here" note left by
five Brewster - RMT girls who had unbenounced, visited our
camp. We bit a bite, took down camp, and left for whence we
had originally corned, probing with eye-bulbs for any wayward
Brewster - RMT girls. We teaed at Grassies, and plugged it
out to Wapta via old trail and road, catching nary a site of
feminais, Brewster - RMT or otherwise. We arrived in Banff to
hear that the first descent had been descended, so our feet of
the day weren't quite so big afterall. All in all, and that
includes much-much, of all the peaks I scaled, dumb, or at
tempted during the summer, in the Rockies, Hungabee was by far
the best rock climb of them all.
Route - The route is exactly as described in the guide book to
the north arete. The route to here is marked by cairns
placed at strategic points. From the north arete we dropped on
to the top of a small scree slope on the west face. We followed
this until we reached the white rock band where we ascended a
shallow couloir to a chimney. By this and another chimney, both
reasonably obvious we reached the north arete just below the
summit a few minutes on the ridge (arete) and we were on the
summit.
Note:

If the bergschrund on the Opabin Glacier is open and not
bridged, it is advisable to stay on the left approaching
the Pass and go onto the rocks before the bergschrund is reach
ed. This year the bergschrund was bridged and this was not
necessary.
THE ASSINIBOINE "ASSAULT" - John Leesing

I was tired before I started and almost exhausted before I
finished. My eyes were glazed with pain; sweat trickled down
my shirt; my back was bent under a superhuman load; I panted
hoarsely and I can prove it. Look!! Vibram tracks on my tongue.
Nevertheless, I, and everyone else made it over Assiniboine Pass,
- elevation 7,152'.
While the gathering of the clan was progressing on Friday,
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though the boys all had very heavy packs, the girls did not get
off lightly. Tanya was very disconcerted to find that she had
carried 2 horseshoes all the 13 miles to the campground. Anywho would do a trick like that is a real stinker and we can
understand why she was annoyed.
Besides, 13 miles in 5 hours does not leave anyone in a
particularly good frame of mind. We chose a campground close
to the A.C.C. s cabins. The tents were quickly pitched and
supper was started. STEAKS?! I didn't hear any complaints
about the food that night as everyone stood shivering around
the campfire, and wolfed down that delicious morsel of meat.
Sure was good!!
p

Due to the cold, damp weather and our tiring pack in, we
were not long out of bed. By 9:30 we were nine strong (ex
tremely strong—phew!.') in the V.O.C. tent. Dave had joined
us while Bill and Ken had pitched their own tent, Before we
could properly settle down the remaining members of our safari
arrived. They were three: Ken Baker, Don "Orange Tongue" Brown
and "Handsome" Tom Adams. They had made excellent time up the
trail. Mainly because of the reviving cup of tea at the Bryant
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Creek Rangers Cabin and the "loan** of a pack horse from there
until the start of climbing at Assiniboine Pass. Finally they
were settled down and peace was restored to the now 12 bodies
squeezed into the 8 man tent,
Sunday morning breakfast was presided over by Don Lyon
who gave precise instructions as to how much of what was allow
ed to each person. We must say that as the purchaser and hand
ler of supplies he did an excellent job.
The delicious, nourishing breakfast did not improve the
weather at all. It was cold and damp. Assiniboine was ob
scured by a layer of cloud and remained hidden for the entire
weekend, Because of the inclement weather Mt, Assiniboine was
not to be attempted, but other lesser mountains instead, Pat
Duffy wandered over to take Al, Karl, Bob, Lyon, Brown, and
Mary with him up Mt, Strom. Dave Kennedy left for Vancouver
and U.B,C, Ken and Tom decided to attempt the Towers, Mean
while, back at the camp doing dishes were, Bill, Barb, Tanya
and John. Ken Shimizoo was off trying to replenish our deple
ted stores by catching large fish. None were caught. After a
long period of soaking, scraping, and washing the much-encrust
ed utensils of the climbers, the four dishwashers retreated out
of the harsh elements into the relative comfort of the tent.
Songs were "sung'* while a pot of tea was brewed and lunch was
quickly consumed.
After the lunch had been devoured and Tanya was denied the
use of everyone's mountain mix because she ate only the brazil
nuts; a tour of the immediate vicinity was started. Bill and
Ken wandered off by themselves while Barb, Tanya and John hiked
over to see and enjoy the beauty of Sunburst and Cerulean Lakes
On the return trip Mary met us and gave us the startling
news that Karl had injured his knee, A short while after our
return to camp, Karl returned, limping but still in good spir
its. Supper was a long drawn out affair; mostly because we
couldn't get the water to boil. The long delay made everyone
ravenous for the mess of rice, weiners and tomatoes stirred to
gether in one pot by a non too clean ice axe. Don Lyon is
chiefly to blame for this mentally unappealing dish.
Once this meal had either satisfied or killed everyone's
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appetite and the dishes had been set out in the rain to wash,
then we all settled down to a quiet game of spoons. I say
quiet because there was only two cases of severe lacerations
and no broken fingers at all.
Later that same evening, most of us went over to Eliza
beth Rummels for a teepee party. Everyone within walking
distance was there for a total of 37 people and one dog and
one campfire all crowded into one teepee. Songs were sung
with more enthusiasm than talent and the evening was rounded
off with hot chocolate and cake being served by our gracious
hostess.
That night after we were all asleep the wind blew, the
rain spew, the lightning flew, I had a wet shoe and the thun
der wakened everyone. During the torrential rainfall, rain
water penetrated into several people's sleeping bags. Every
one tried to roll uphill to a drier spot with the exception
of Lyon who insisted on rolling downhill. Guess who was down
hill and right next to Don?
The morning dawned cold and wet. Everyone huddled miser
ably around the fire cramming as much food as possible into
themselves so that they would not have to carry any back. Fin
ally, with a pack horse arranged for Karl, everyone started
off down the trail towards Wonder Pass (8000') and home.
Outside of a snowstorm overtaking us as we crossed Wonder
Pass the return trip was uneventful. Ken Baker played the host
at his home in Canmore after we had all reached civilization
once more. The party broke up early as everyone was fairly
tired.
As this was the last gathering at which all the members
of our summer climbing crew were to be together many last good
byes were said, The girls sang a rousing chorus of "For They
Are Jolly Good Fellows" for which no immediate answer was
rendered. I must say, however, that we all enjoyed your com
pany ladies; without you our summer would not have been half
as enjoyable.
The goodbyes and the shouting ended, the cars pulled out
for their various destinations. Everyone enjoyed the major
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weekend that finished a wonderful summer of climbing, hiking,
and general outdoor adventure,
CLIMBS IN THE MT. ASSINIBOINE REGION
August 31, September 1, 1958 - Karl Ricker
As John's feet were bothering him he decided against
climbing and spent a day of rest in camp or vicinity of. Thusly, I was railroaded into writing up the climbing end of this
report, but don't expect any fantastic literary achievements
such as John's. On Saturday, Dave Kennedy, Sylvia Lash and
two members of the A.C.Cc climbed Mt. Terrapin (9600'). Dave
arrived back in camp at 8:30 p.m. reporting that excepting one
60 foot chimney the climb was one long scree slog made much
harder by the addition of 8-10 inches of new snow. The climb
was very cold and on numerous occasions the climbers were
nearly blown from the skyline ridge - all spirits immediately
dropped for Sunday's climbing prospects.
As Mt. Assiniboine had that ice cream cone appearance all
thoughts of climbing it were abandoned. Therefore, on Sunday,
as the weather was not good, peaks of lower altitudes could
only be considered so Pat Duffy decided that Mt„ Strom (9725')
would be a good day's effort. Those in the party besides Pat
were myself, Don Lyon, Don Brown, Mary McKinney, Bob McFarlane
and Al Hardy. At 9.00 a.m. we left camp for the Assiniboine
headwall immediately above Lake Magog with the weather not too
promising; by 11:30, the cliffs of the headwall were negotiated
with only scree and snow slopes blocking our route to the sum
mit. We chose to follow the sickle-shaped, corniced, snow slope
to the skyline ridge. Naturally the higher we went the colder
and windier it became. At 12:45 p.m. the summit was attained
and views of Mt. Sturdie, Marshall, Magog and Wedgewood were
sighted but Assiniboine as usual was shrouded in clouds. The
descent was to the Sturdie col and down the snow and scree to
the head wall. Just as I was about to leave the ice I raised
my head and you guessed it - I stepped into a crevasse hidden
by new snow. The result - torn cartilage in knee - at this
point I can say never to feel too confident on the ice until
you are off of it. The painful results resulted in the party
patiently waiting for me to hobble down the headwall. By 4:00
p.m. all were back at camp plus a few fossils picked up along
the way. As a concluding statement I can say that the foolish-
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ness on my part by not watching the path before me resulted in
a serious injury causing much discomfort and extra work for
those on the trip; I would like to thank them very much for
helping me out.
On the same Sunday Tom Adams and Ken Baker elected to
try The Towers (9337*) and scaled the two harder towers by
starting from Wonder Pass and taking the long skyline scree
ridge to them. Tom reported that only three or four belays
were needed and that the highest peak is not worth the climb.
Although the V.O.C. group with intentions on Mt. Assiniboine
came back home with "The Chief" unclimbed they had bagged three
other peaks in the area. Thus Barry Nixon's fine solo climb of
Mt. Assiniboine in late July remains to be the only active V.O.
C.'er to have ever reached the much prized summit.
THE MITRE (9840') Sept. 7, 1958 - Don Lyon
Although the trip originally planned for the weekend of
September 6th and 7th was to Calgary Route of Yamnuska, Tom
Adams and myself were led astray by Comrade Brownie, who
couldn't bear doing another climb without seeing the Deer girls
at Lake Lousy, and since Brownie had the car, we were hopelessly
helpless. Upon arrival at Deer Lodge, Brownie was informed that
his late departed friends were with us no longer. Seems they
had gotten wind of his approach, and headed home for the coast
and Mother. After "Roughing it" Brownie style (actually Don
Brown, Boy Wonder Scout) in the Roundhouse (equipped with heat,
light, running water, and a boublyet unsprung spring-filled
mattress), we arose to find a beautiful days, still no girls,
and shortly, Karl Ricker and Bill Tupper playing tourist for
the day. They informed us that Sev Heiberg would arrive short
ly, and he was soon followed by Jim Bord, A.C.C, cabin boy,
and companion.
We all played "Here We Go Loop De Loo" to ease Brownie's
lonesomeness and show we hadn't forgotten his Dad's lesson, and
headed towards Plain of Six Glaciers. We left the trail per
haps a mile before the Tea-House, and headed to Mitre Pass,
where we managed to steal each other's goodies and help Sev dig
garbage pits for orange peel. From there on we followed the
Guidebook Route 1, going through the Letter Box and up the
Chimneys, remembering to tell future climbers to keep the party
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small or very well spaced because of the muchly loose rock.
We descended quite quickly, and upon returning to the trail
found we had entertained great gawking messes of tourists all
day long. Unfortunately, Tupper wasn't there to take up a col
lection for the entertainment. We took our last look at the
Rockies and said farewell to anyone and anything that would let
us, as this ended our summer's climbing.

